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ABSTRACT 

A coupled process one-dimensional model with two-region transport, two-domain 

nonlinear sorption, and nonlinear biodegradation is formulated in this research. A numerical 

code is developed for this complex system with two sets of initial/boundary conditions. 

The second order upwind method is used to solve PDEs of the system, and the Adam-

Bashforth three step method is used to solve ODEs of the system. By nondimensionalizing 

the governing equations for transport and nonlinear biodegradation, we show that 

biodegradation is controlled by three characteristic combined factors: the effective maximum 

specific growth rate, the relative half-saturation constant, and the relative substrate-

utilization coefiScient. A diagram with type curves was constructed based on the three 

characteristic factors to show the conditions under which complete and incomplete 

biodegradation is observed, and the conditions for which the linear, first-order 

approximation is valid for representing biodegradation. 

Analytical and numerical approaches were used to study the effect of substrate 

boundary concentration on biodegradation in a coupled-process system. For a system with 

fixed biotic and abiotic properties, substrate input concentration could be positively or 

negatively correlated to the magnitude of substrate degradation, depending on the time scale 

of the process. The relative scale of substrate concentration and its half-saturation constant 

is very important for the success and efficiency of bioremediation. It is found that 
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bioremediation can be more efficient for higher concentration contaminant under certain 

conditions. 

The impact of biodegradation on solute transport with linear or nonlinear, 

equilibriimi sorption was studied by using moments analysis. Computation results show 

that linear biodegradation has no impact on spatial moments of transport with linear 

instantaneous sorption. Conversely, it has an impact when sorption is nonlinear, since 

nonlinear sorption is enhanced by biodegradation. Nonlinear biodegradation causes 

preferential non-uniform substrate degradation and, therefore, affects spatial moments of 

transport with linear or nonlinear sorption. The oxygen constraint decreases the degree of 

nonlinear biodegradation and increases the degree of preferential degradation, thus it also 

impacts spatial moments of transport with linear or nonlinear sorption. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Existing Problems 

Contamination of soil and groundwater by organic chemicals has been widely 

recognized as a major environmental problem. The traditional pump-and-treat technology 

shows more and more limitation in groimdwater remediation, especially at sites 

contaminated with nonaqueous phase liquids. Increasing effort is being devoted to the 

development and testing of alternative technologies. A promising alternative to traditional 

pump-and-treat methods is intrinsic bioremediation, a method that relies on the naturally 

occurring biodegradation processes at the site. In situ bioremediation is considered to be one 

of the more cost-effective techniques for the clean up of aquifers and soils contaminated by 

organic pollutants. In general, biodegradation offers the advantage of partial or complete 

removal of the contaminants rather than simply transferring pollutants to another phase in 

the environment. In addition, natural attenuation is gaining acceptance as an alternative to 

costly groundwater remediation technologies such as piraip and treat. The most typical 

natural attenuation processes are aerobic and anaerobic biodegradation. Understanding 

biodegradation and its coupling with transport is very important not only for successful 

description of contaminant transport, but also for the evaluation of in-situ bioremediation 

applications. Therefore, the process level study of biodegradation and the impact of 

biodegradation on the coupled biological-chemical process transport will be the focus of this 

research. 
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Background 

Transport of reactive solute (substrate) often involves complex processes, such as 

nonlinear sorption, kinetic sorption and nonlinear biodegradation. During the past 20 years, 

researchers have developed various theoretical models to describe the complexity of 

coupled-process solute transport The existing coupled-process models are sxmmiarized in 

Table 1.1 according to the complexity of each process by extending the summary in 

Brusseau, et al. (1992). Complex transport is represented by two-region transport model. 

Complex sorption is represented by two-domain rate-limited sorption model, kinetic and 

nonlinear sorption models (one of those or combined). Complex biodegradation is 

represented by Monod or modified Monod nonlinear kinetic biodegradation model. The 

simplest transport models incorporating coupled sorption-biodegradation are those 

specifying homogeneous porous media, instantaneous sorption, and zero- or first-order 

biodegradation without biomass growth. Many researches have been done based on such 

models, however, we will focus on deterministic models that provide a more complex 

description of one or more of the three processes of interest ( transport, sorption and 

biodegradation). 
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TABLE 1.1 

Existing Coupled -Process Models 
(Extended from Brasscao, et. aL 1992) 

Category Transport Sorption Transformation 
References 

(first appcaraoce) 

1 complex simple simple coats and simth, 1964 

2 simple complex simple Eldor and Dagan, 1972 

3 simple simple complex Ardakani, 1973 

4 simple complex complex Ying and Weber, 1979 

5 complex complex simple Rasmusson, 1982 

6 complex simple simple Widdowson et al. 1987 

7 complex complex complex Current model 

Two -region (mobil/advective and immobile/nonadvective) transport models with 

instantaneous sorption were developed to represent nonequilibrium caused by pore-scale 

heterogeneity (Coats and Smith, 1964; van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976). Two-domain 

sorption model coupled with transport was developed to nonequilibrium caused by rate-

limited sorption (Selim et al., 1976, Cameron and Klute 1977). Kinetic sorption and 

nonlinear sorption were also coupled with transport, and some approximate analytical 

solutions were presented for the coupled system (Eldor and Dagan, 1972, Lindstrom 1976). 

A model incorporating nonlinear sorption as well as two domain rate-limited sorption and 

first order biodegradation was presented by Jessup et al. (1989). Further more, a 

multiprocess nonequilibrium model was developed by Brusseau (1989), this model is a 

combination of two-region transport and two domain sorption model, which is specifically 

formulated to account for cases where nonequilibrium is caused by a combination of 

transport- and sorption-related processes. 
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The linear first-order kinetics has been most often used to represent biodegradation 

in the solute transport researches for its simplicity, however, more accurate analysis, in some 

cases, may require the use of a nonlinear formulation such as the Monod equation (see 

review by Brusseau, et al., 1992). The Monod nonlinear biodegradation model coupled with 

transport model was introduced in early 1970s, only one equation was needed because 

biomass is assumed to be in steady state (no biomass growth) (Ardakani et al. 1973; Kam, 

1974 and Parlange et al. 1984). By incooporating biomass growth, transport equation need 

to be coupled with a rate equation which represents kinetic growth of biomass. (Ying and 

Weber 1979). With the increasing imderstanding of biodegradation, more physical and 

sophisticated models were developed to account for oxygen limitation and other nutrient 

limitation (Motz et al. 1986; Borden and Bedient 1986; Widdowson et al. 1988; MacQuarrie 

et al. 1990; Semprini and McCarty 1991; Chen et al., 1992). Substrate degradation rate, 

biomass growth and nutrient consimiption rate are represented by modified Monod equations 

to account for more constraint factors. The transport equations need to be applied not only 

to substrate, but also to oxygen and other nutrients. Therefore, several equations are needed 

for this coupled-process system depending on the number of limiting nutrients. In the aerobic 

biodegradation, oxygen is the most crucial limiting factor, and the most commonly used 

electron acceptor. Thus substrate, oxygen and biomass are the most commonly used 

components in the coupled-process system of biodegradation and transport ( Sykes et al., 

1982; Borden and Bedient, 1986; Borden et al., 1986; Molz et al., 1986; Baek et al., 1989; 

Celia et al., 1989; MacQuarrie and Sudicky, 1990; MacQuarrie et al., 1990; Widdowson et 

al., 1988; Chen et al., 1992; Malone et al., 1993; Nicol et al., 1994). 
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In a system in which biodegradation is coupled with substrate transport, the 

magnitude and rate of biodegradation is controlled not only by properties of the microbial 

population and the substrate, but also by hydrodynamic properties. The impact of 

hydrodynamic factors on biodegradation has been studied in laboratory experiments reported 

by Angley et al. (1992), Estrella et al. (1993), and Kelsey and Alexander (1995). They 

observed larger biodegradation with lower flow rates or longer path lengths, which was 

attributed to the longer period of contact (i.e., residence time) between microorganisms and 

the substrate. Some numerical studies have focused on the effect of selected hydrodynamic 

factors (e.g., hydraulic conductivity, dispersivit}') on biodegradation (Borden and Bedient, 

1986; Borden et al., 1986; Celia et al., 1989; Rifai et al., 1988; MacQuarrie, et al., 1990). 

Higher transverse and longitudinal dispersivity were found to enhance biodegradation, which 

is attributed to larger surface contact resulted from larger spreading (Borden and Bedient, 

1986; Borden et al., 1986). The higher permeability can enhance in-situ bioremediation due 

to the larger rate of transport of oxygen into the contaminant plume (Rifai et al. 1988). Other 

numerical studies have focused on the effect of selected individual biotic or abiotic factors 

(e.g., maximum specific growth rate, half-saturation constant, initial biomass concentration, 

specific yield, oxygen availability) on biodegradation (Ying and Weber, 1979; Sykes et al., 

1982; Molz et al., 1986; Widdowson et al., 1988; Chen et al., 1992). The higher maximum 

specific growth rate, the lower half-saturation constant, the larger initial biomass 

concentration and greater specific yield were found to result in the larger degree of 

biodegradation. 
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However, the effect of substrate concentration on the magnitude of biodegradation 

has not been addressed in detail, and none of the previous studies have focused on the 

combined controlling factors. Therefore, finding the relation between substrate 

concentration and the degree of biodegradation, as well as introducing combined controlling 

factors and investigating their impact on the coupled-process system of transport and 

biodegradation, are the two main tasks of this research. The most common numerical 

modeling approach is to formulate a model and then use simulation to fit a particular set of 

experimental data, and this is used by many researchers in this coupled-process system 

study. Unlike others, this research focuses on the process level of understanding the 

mechanism of biodegradation, and uses the obtained results to predict the behavior of any 

organic compoimds in the biodegradation and transport system. 

Three new characteristic controlling factors are introduced and two type-curve 

diagrams are constructed based on them to show: 1) how these combined factors affect the 

degree of biodegradation, by knowing this, experimentalists can design their experiments 

in a more eflBcient way, simply because of the minimization of the controlling factors. 2) the 

value domains of controlling factors for complete and incomplete biodegradation, this can 

be used as a quick reference for designing and selecting bioremediation alternatives. 3) the 

valid conditions for using first order biodegradation kinetics to approximate nonlinear 

biodegradation, this will ensure the accuracy of using this approximation. Experimental data 

sets are shown to support the predictions of the type-curve diagrams. Moreover, the criteria 
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of differentiating linear and nonlinear biodegradation is also illustrated in this research, it 

is particular significant to determine biodegradation mechanism. 

Unlike other individual controlling factors, the change of substrate input 

concentration causes the change of two characteristic controlling factors instead of one. 

Analytical solutions are developed to show explicitly the effect of substrate concentration 

on substrate transport coupled with nonlinear biodegradation. The results show that the 

relative scale of substrate concentration and its half-saturation constant is very important 

for the success and efficiency of biremediation. If the half-saturation constant of substrate 

is much higher than substrate concentrations, then, bioremediation is not a good alternative. 

If the half-saturation constant is within the range of substrate concentrations, then 

biodegradation is applicable, and bioremediation may be more efficient for higher 

concentration contaminant. Therefore, common knowledge of that it takes shorter time to 

clean up lower concentration contaminant can be wrong, when bioremedation is applied to 

the clean-up. 

There are many studies of transport coupled with nonlinear biodegradation, 

however, most only consider linear, instantaneous sorption in the solute transport system. 

To our knowledge, very few have addressed transport with complex sorption (i.e. nonlinear 

sorption and kinetic sorption) coupled with nonlinear biodegradation. A few researchers 

studied transport coupled with linear kinetic sorption and Monod biodegradation (Ying and 

Weber, 1979 and Estrella et al. 1993). However, a rather simpler nonlinear biodegradation 
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was used, none of them considered oxygen constraint (i.e. modified Monod) in the system 

which could be very important 

As shown above, there are models with simple transport, simple sorption and 

complex biodegradation, or complex transport, simple sorption and simple biodegradation 

etc. Part of this research is to develop a two region transport , two domain nonlinear 

sorption and modified Monod biodegradation coupled process model, and this type of model 

has not been seen before. Most nonlinear biodegradation studies only focused on the 

contaminant transport instead of contaminant remediation, therefore, the solute is always 

injected into the system as a constant input. There are a few remediation studies on solving 

problems for a particular site. Borden and Bedient (1986) studied the existing hydrocarbon 

plume in Conroe, Texas, using their transport model, which coupled nonlinear 

biodegradation with oxygen limitation and linear, instantaneous sorption. Their research 

showed that sorption enhanced biodegradation of hydrocarbon by reducing the moving speed 

of the plume. Rifai et al. (1989) smdied a fuel spill in Traverse City, Michigan by simulating 

transport of hydrocarbons and oxygen wherein the reaction between oxygen and 

hydrocarbon was assimied to be instantaneous. 

In this research, the study of the impact of biodegradation on solute(substrate) 

transport will be applied to both contaminant transport and contaminant remediation, and the 

results show that substrate transport coupled with biodegradation is more sensitive to 

initial/boundary conditions than transport without biodegradation. We are the first to 
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conduct the detailed spatial moments study to show how biodegradation affects the first 

moment (mean position of the center of mass), the variance (spreading) and skewness 

(shape) of the contaminant plume in the transport coupled with linear or nonlinear sorption. 

Computational results for existing plume case show: Linear biodegradation has no impact 

on the spatial moments of transport with linear equilibrium sorption, and it has impact when 

sorption is nonlinear. Nonlinear sorption is enhanced by biodegradation due to reduced 

substrate concentration in the solution, and this decreases mean velocity of the plimie. 

Nonlinear biodegradation causes prepferential non-uniform substrate degradation upgradient 

of the plume for more available biomass, therefore, nonlinear biodegradation shows effects 

on spatial moments of transport with linear or nonlinear sorption, yet different effects. 

Oxygen constraint decreases the degree of biodegradation and increases the degree of 

preferential substrate degradation. The oxygen limitation increases only the skewness of 

transport coupled with linear equilibrium sorption, but increases the first moment, variance 

and skewness of the plume when sorption is nonlinear. 
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2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES, APPROACHES AND SCOPE 

The objectives, approaches, and scope of this dissertation can be summarized in the 

following sections. 

2.1 Research Objectives 

1. Study qualitatively and quantitatively the controlling factors which affect 

biodegradation in the coupled process system 

I. Introduce the combined controlling factors which reflect the effect 

of both biotic and abiotic controlling factors of the system. 

ii. Construct type curves which quantitatively illustrate the parameter 

domains of steady and nonsteady breakthrough curves resxilted from 

biodegradation. 

iii. Study the relation between substrate concentration and the degree of 

biodegradation by using analytical approach. 

2. Study the difference of concentration breakthrough curves for input pulse and 

existing plume due to the existence of biodegradation. 
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3. Fonnulate a coupled chemical-biologicai process model with two-region 

transport, two-domain nonlinear sorption and modified Monod nonlinear 

biodegradation. 

4. Study the effects of nonlinear biodegradation on the spatial moments of 

solute transport coupled with linear or nonlinear biodegradation 

Research Approaches 

1. Nondimensionalization of the governing equations and qualitative analysis 

are used to obtain the combined controlling factors of coupled process 

system of transport and biodegradation. 

2. Analytical approach is used to obtain the relation between substrate 

concentration and degree of biodegradation. 

3. Numerical computation is used to quantitatively understand the behavior of 

controlling factors, to test the prediction of analytical solution and to 

compute the spatial moments of the coupled-process system. The description 

of numerical methods is in Appendix n, and the numerical codes are in 

Appendix IV and V. 
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23 Research Scope 

The selected factors have been studied by several researchers as mentioned above, 

however, the combined factors controlling the behavior of the coupled-process system have 

not been examined in detail in previous research. By nondimensionalizing the governing 

equations, we introduced three characteristic controlling factors: the effective maximum 

specific growth rate coefficient, the relative substrate-utilization coefficient and the relative 

half-saturation constant. These factors reflect the combined effect of flow rate, path length, 

time, substrate input concentration, substrate bioavailibility, biomass initial concentration 

and growth rate etc. Thus, the niunber of controlling factors is reduced from eight or more 

to three, and this greatly simplifies the system and increases the efficiency of curve-fitting 

and experimental processes. Nimierical computation is used for the purpose of quantitative 

and qualitatively understanding the role of these characteristic controlling factors in the 

coupled process system, and sensitivity analyses are performed for these factors. Type-curve 

diagrams are constructed to show how these controlling factors affect the degree of 

biodegradation, and also show the domain where the first or zero order biodegradation model 

can be used to approximate Monod non-linear biodegradation. 

Due to the complexity of coupled-process system of transport and biodegradation, 

there are few analytical solutions available. A few analytical solutions for transport with 

mass loss due to nonlinear irreversible kinetic reactions have been published (Parlange et al.. 
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1982; 1984; Barry et al., 1986; Lomen et al., 1991). However, these solutions do not 

account for biomass growth resulting from substrate degradation. In this research we 

derived an approximate analytical solution for a simplified coupled-process system of 

transport, ideal sorption and nonlinear biodegradation with biomass growth. The solution is 

for two coupled equations, the first for a system of equations of this kind. This solution is 

used to examine the impact of substrate concentration, one of the important controlling 

factors, on the degree or magnitude of biodegradation. The solution has two parts: one for 

early time behavior and one for late time behavior. They show explicitly how substrate 

concentration and other factors affect biodegradation. Numerical simulation is used to test 

the predictions of the analytical solution. 

To fiirther understand the impact of biodegradation on the solute transport in the 

process level, we formulated a 1-D two-region transport, two-domain rate-limited nonlinear 

sorption and nonlinear biodegradation coupled process model. This model is of great 

importance for the process level of understanding of transport, sorption and biodegradation, 

because each of the processes of concern is represented by a discrete term. Based on this 

model, a simpler model can be easily obtained for a less complicated system or for the 

interest of research. A series of numerical studies are conducted for the coupled-process 

system of transport, nonlinear sorption and nonlinear biodegradation. This is the first 

research address biodegradation in a transport system with nonlinear sorption, and also the 

first systematic study of the impact of biodegradation on the spatial moments of solute 
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transport. The study of spatial moments is important to understand the behavior of the 

contaminant plimie (position of the center of mass, spreading, shape) m the coupled 

chemical-biological process system. We also study and compare spatial and temporal 

concentration distribution for two initial/boimdary conditions: existing plume condition and 

input pulse condition, and this study helps us to understand the different behavior between 

contaminant transport and contaminant remediation process due to the presence of 

biodegradation. 

In chapter 3, we introduce three characteristic controlling factors to represent the 

combined biotic and abiotic effect on the substrate biodegradation. A type curve is 

constructed to show how these factors control the degree of biodegradation, and the steady 

and nonsteady breakthrough curve domain. 

In chapter 4, we derive an approximate analytical solution to show explicitly how 

substrate concentrations affect the degree of biodegradation for the simplified system of 

transport coupled with nonlinear biodegradation with biomass growth. Numerical 

computation is conducted to test the predictions of analytical solution. 

In chapter 5, a 1-D two-region transport, two-domain nonlinear sorption and 

nonlinear biodegradation coupled-process model is formulated, we describe and justify 

models chosen for each individual process, and their assumptions and application. We focus 
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on the understanding the impact of biodegradation on the coupled-process system of 

transport and linear, nonlinear sorption. We study two different initial/boundary conditions: 

input pulse and existing plume, and we examine the spatial and temporal concentration 

distribution and temporal moments of this coupled-process system. 

In chapter 6, we summarize results and their applications. 
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3. INFLUENCE OF CONTROLLING FACTORS ON BIODEGRADATION 

3.1 Introduction 

Research has indicated that active microorganisms are present in the subsurface. 

These populations can metabolize certain contaminants aerobically or anaerobically 

depending on the prevailing conditions in the aquifer (Wilson and McNabb 1979; Barker 

et al. 1987). Both aerobic and anaerobic biodegradation processes are shown to be effective 

at removing hydrocarbon from enviroment (Wilson et al., 1987; Chiang et al., 1989; 

Baedecker et al., 1993; Eganhouse et al., 1993). Therefore, biodegradation is a very 

important process in solute transport. 

Most microorganisms reproduce by means of binary fission, in which individual cells 

split to form two daughter cells, and this results in exponential population growth. The rate 

of growth largely depends on the doubling time of the microorganism, and the actual 

doubling times are dependent on a variety of enviromential conditions, such as, the lack of 

substrate, the presence of toxic substances and predators. The growth of bacterial population 

undergoes four time phases; 1) lag phase, charicterized by very slow growth rate, the time 

period bacteria needed to adjust to new conditions. 2) exponential phase, representing the 

characteristic exponential population growth of bacteria. 3) stationary phase, reflecting 

population growth ceases due to reproduction rate equals to death rate which is caused by 
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nutrient depletion or toxic wast product buildup. 4)death phase, population begin to die off. 

The equation used to describe four phases is ; 

If = - K )  
^ K <'•!) 

Bacteria growth rate coefficient is described by: 

A" + C + — 

where M is biomass concentration, MQ is the background biomass concentration, C is 

substrate concentration, Hn, is the maximum specific growth rate of microorganism, b is the 

biomass decay rate. is the half-saturation constant of substrate, and it is the substrate 

concentration at which biomass growth rate equals to half of maximum specific growth rate 

J. Kj is the substrate inhibition coefficient, when Kj is very large (»C), which reflects 

that there is a very high upper limit for bacteria growth, equation (3.2) becomes the widely 

used Monod kinetic bacteria growth rate equation: 

u C 
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Substrate degradation rate is related to bacteria population growth rate by cell yield 

(Y), and Y is the cell mass produced per unit substrate utilized. If bacteria growth follows 

Monod model, then the substrate degradation rate is: 

dC _ I dM _ C , 

B T  Y  d T  ~  Y K * C  ^  

It has been shown the inadequacy of Monod type equations for describing biodegradation 

in mixed cvilture systems (Scow et al., 1986; Simkins et al., 1986). Therefore, Monod 

equation is only applicable in a single pure culture systems with high concentrations of 

freely available substrate and no nutrient limitations. However, in the aerobic 

biodegradation, microorganisms require not only electron donor (e.g. organic substrate) but 

also electron acceptor (e.g. oxygen) in their metabolism as shown in equation 3.5. 

cell mass + organic substrate(C) + ©2(0) cell massCmore) + CO^ + H2O (3.5) 

Aerobic microbial metabolism can be limited by a lack of either substrate or oxygen. A 

modified Monod microbial growth kinetics and substrate degradation kinetic equation was 

introduced (Baily and Ollis, 1977). 

§£ = —)(—-—) (3 6) 
d T  Y  d T  Y  K + C K  + 0  

Where 0 represents oxygen concentration and is half-saturation constant of oxygen. 
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In this chapter, we study the controlling factors of biodegradation, such as substrate 

concentration, biomass concentration, maximum specific growth rate, half-saturation 

constant, specific yield, path length and pore-water velocity. Most previous studies have 

been focused on each individual factors, however, we introduce three characteristic 

dimensionless parameters which reflect the influence of biotic and hydraulic properties of 

the system on biodegradation and transport. The impact of these combined factors on the 

coupled-process system of transport and biodegradation will be illustrated with a series of 

numerical simulations and "type-curve" diagrams. In addition, we will discuss the 

differences between linear and nonlinear biodegradation, and examine the conditions under 

which substrate steady breakthrough curves (represents incomplete degradation) and non-

steady ones (complete degradation) occur in the transport system with biodegradation. 

3.2 Mathematical Framework 

The governing equations for one-dimensional steady state flow, advective and 

dispersive solute transport, coupled with linear, instantaneous sorption, nonlinear 

biodegradation, biomass growth, and electron-acceptor availability are listed below. 

( t J  +  p K . ) —  =  -  q —  +  u D  -  (  ) (  )  c s  T V  
dt ^ dx dx^ Y ^K+CK+0 ^ ' 

0— = - q + QD - )( ) n 8'^ 
dt ^ dx dx^ + C K + O 
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— = 

d t  "  
) - b(M - (3.9) 

Equation 3.7 is the transport equation of substrate, and the first and second terms of RHS 

represent advection and dispersion of substrate, q stands for Darcy flux, D for hydrodynamic 

dispersion coefficient, 0 for volumetric water content. The third term represents substrate 

utilization and notations have been defined above. Equation 3.8 is the transport equation for 

oxygen which is similar to equation 3.7, except that the last term represents the oxygen 

comsumption which is related to substrate degradation by stoichiometric coefficient (YO). 

Yo equals to the mass of "oxygen" consumed by the bacteria per unit mass of "substrate" 

degraded. Equation 3.9 represents biomass growth and decay by the first and second term 

of RHS respectively. 

Equations (3.7) to (3.9) can be nondimensionalized as follows: 

d C  

d X  
+ (3.10) 

)  -  -  1 )  (3.11) 



by introducing the following dimensionless parameters: 

0 o o 

. K ^ K 0 

C ' O' 0 
0 0 
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30- _ 30- 1 d^O' _ ^ C 0- ,  

ar ax p ax^ ' » c- • o-

X = — T = /-i 
I • 0i ' ez) 

r- - ^ n* - ^ hf - ̂  
 ̂ "c ' ° "o '  ̂ "m (3-") 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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33 Characteristic Controlling Factors 

The advantage of using the dimensionless fonn of the equations is that the nunaber 

of independent parameters in the system is minimized. As will be shown below, three 

characteristic controlling factors, x. and K^*, are introduced through the dimensionless 

approach, and represent the relative substrate-utilization coefiBcient, the effective maxunum 

specific growth rate, and the relative half-saturation constant, respectively. These factors 

reflect the combined effect of flow rate, path length, chemical, physical, biological 

properties, and the boundary and initial concentrations of substrate and microorganisms in 

the system. 

Effective Maximum Specific Growth Rate 

In a system with siafificient electron acceptor (e.g., oxygen), the biomass growth rate 

can be written as: 

- C* 

- IF " TTF-C 

where: 

H_Z0 T T 

- "5/6) 

and e„ is introduced as the effective maximum specific growth rate for microorganisms, 

which is a fimction of residence time t^ and maximum specific growth rate |i^. The longer 
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the residence time and the larger the maximum specific growth rate, the higher the effective 

maximum growth rate. 

Relative Substrate-Utilization Coefficient 

In the absence of electron-acceptor limitation, the substrate or solute utilization 

(biodegradation) rate can be represented by: 

5C* _ , C* , 
(—7^) (3.19) 

where 

L \^n¥o LV-mK . K 

- ^YC ' (q/Q) YC ~ V YC 7C 

X = 

AC 

K C 0 0 0 

AM AAf 
AC " K 

AC 

A M '  
(3.21) 

and €j is introduced as the effective biodegradation rate coefficient, and x is defined as the 

relative substrate-utilization coefficient, which is determined by the initial biomass 

concentration, substrate boundary input concentration, and the biomass yield coefficient. 

The higher the effective maximum specific growth rate and the larger the relative substrate-
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utilization coefiBcient, the higher the biodegradation rate (i.e., substrate utilization rate). The 

relative substrate-utilization coefiBcient can be viewed as the amount of initial biomass 

present in the system compared to the supply of substrate. 

Relative Substrate Half-Saturation Constant 

Substrate degradation and biomass growth are both controlled by the nonlinear term 

C* 
, where jr* the relative half-saturation constant, is the dimensional half-

(k: + C) 

saturation constant normalized by substrate input concentration. This parameter indicates 

the affinity of the solute or substrate to the bacterial population relative to the supply of 

substrate. The larger the relative half-saturation constant, the lower the substrate utilization 

and biomass growth rates. 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

The following results are obtained by numerical computation, the numerical method 

and initial/boimdary condition are illustrated in Appendix H. The input pulse initial/boundary 

condition is used in this chapter, where the input pulse is set to be infinite to represent the 

constant input boundary condition. The initial relative oxygen and biomass concentrations 

are 1 in the system. The boundary input is substrate and oxygen with relative concentration 

of 1, oxygen is injected into the system to enhance the biodegradation. 

C ' ( X , 0 )  = 0.0 5*(Z,0) = 0.0 
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o*(ji:,o) = 1.0 ii/* (A^,o) = 1.0 

i) prescribed substrate flux boundary: 

S o l u t e  f l u x  = C- - = 1 

= 0.0 

ii) prescribed nutrient flux boundary 

o' - = 1 

(^)... = 0.0 

3.4.1 Characteristic Controlling Factors 

As mentioned above, three characteristic factors e^, %, and control 

biodegradation during transport. As long as they remain fixed, the biodegradation is the 

same no matter how the individual parameters comprising the characteristic factors may 

change. Sensitivity analyses are conducted to illustrate the influence of the characteristic 

factors on transport. To simplify the problem, we consider a system with a fixed 

longitudinal dispersivity that is 1/10 of the characteristic length, which results in a constant 

Peclet Number of 10. In this way, dispersion effects will not influence the results of the 

analyses. 
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Influence of Parameters and e„ 

Simulations were conducted by changing values for iv and t^ while keeping €„, fixed 

to the same value. This was done using = 5.25 mg/1, Y = 0.58, = 20 mg/1, and Q = 

10 mg/1 for all simulations. Four cases were run: 

1) = 0.3832/day and t^ = 5 day, = 1.916 
2) = 0.0958/day and t^ = 20 day, = 1.916 
3) = 0.02395/day and t, = 80 day, €„ = 1.916 
4) Hn, = 0.3832/day and t^ = 20 day, = 7.664 

Breakthrough curves obtained for cases 1-3 are identical, as shown in Figure 3.1a. 

This illustrates that the magnitude of biodegradation (i.e., relative substrate concentration) 

is independent of the individual values of maximum specific growth rate and residence 

time tr for a specified However, the magnitude of biodegradation is dependent on the 

magnitude of (compare cases 1-3 to case 4). 

Influence of Parameters Y, and x 

The effective maximum specific growth rate (3.832) and relative half-saturation 

constant (5) are fixed for this set of simulations, whereas M^, Y, and Q are varied. It 
C 

is important to note that the change of is accompanied by a change of in order to keep 

constant. The following five cases were run: 

1) Mo = 5.25 mg/1, Y = 0.58, Q = 10 mg/1, K, = 50 mg/1, % = 0.905; 
2) M„ = 52.5, Y = 0.58, Q = 100, K, = 500, x = 0.905; 
3) M, = 0.525, Y = 0.58, C„ = 1, K, = 5, x = 0.905; 
4) M„ = 52.5, Y = 5.8, = 10, K, = 50, % = 0-905. 
5) M„ = 5.25, Y = 5.8, C„ = 5, K, = 25, x = 1.81. 



FIGURE 3.1a 

Influence of and t, on Magnitude of Biodegradation, Obtained by ^ 
Changing and t,. M, = 5.25 mg/l, K, = 500 mg/I, C„ = 10 mg/l, and e„ 1.916 
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Breakthrough curves for cases 1-4 are identical, which illustrates that biodegradation 

depends on the magnitude of x andj^*, and not on each individual factor (see Figure 3.1b). 

Again, however, a change in the controlling factor (in this case %) produces a different 

breakthrough curve (case 5). The three characteristic factors e„, x, and * can be used to 

evaluate the magnitude of biodegradation, as shown below. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

The limiting conditions for our system were investigated by examining the range of 

parameter values associated with the extreme cases of essentially no biodegradation and 

complete biodegradation, respectively. Complete biodegradation is operationally defined 

as a sufficient degree of biodegradation such that no breakthrough of solute occurs. The 

efifective range for a specific parameter changes as a function of the magnitudes of the other 

two controlling factors. The limiting value for is from 0.1 (gj) to 100 (^), the limiting 

value for X is from O.l(Xs) to 10(XL), and that for (^/) is from 0.01 (^,) to lOO(AR^). Thus, 

there are 12 sets of limiting cases. The results of the analysis are presented in Table 3.1. 

An increase in the magnitude of the efifective maximum specific growth rate (e^ or 

the relative substrate-utilization coefiBcient (x), and a decrease in the relative half-saturation 

constant (jr*), tends toward the limiting case of complete biodegradation. The reverse 
C 

conditions result in trends toward no degradation. Inspection of Table 3.1 shows that, for 

most cases, the effective or operative range of the controlling factors spans either three or 

four orders of magnitude. 



FIGURE 3.1b 

Influence of Mo, K^, and Cj on Magnitude of Biodegradation, Obtained by Fixing x, 
and Changing Mo, K^, and Co- x = 0.905 and K/ = 5 
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TABLE 3.1 

Range of Parameter Values Associated with Limiting Cases. 

Variable Parameter Fixed Parameters' HB- CB^ 

K: SL^XL 10® 10-

k: e^Xs 10' 1 

K es. Xl 100 0.01 

K Xs 1 N.A. 

X EUKS N.A. 10-« 

X Ki. 10-'° 10 

X K-s 0.01 10 

X KL 1 10'' 

e™ KS,XT 10"* 0.1 

e™ ^S' Xs 0.01 10 

Xl 0.1 100 

em ^L' Xs 1 10^ 

' L is large magnitude and S is small magnitude. 
- NB represents essentially no biodegradation. 
^ CB represents complete biodegradation. 

The effective range for ' occurs at very large values when and x are both large. 

For example, essentially complete biodegradation occurs when is approximately 100 or 

smaller. ThiiS, the bacterial population can have a relatively low affinity for the solute and 

still have complete biodegradation when the growth rate and initial size of the population are 

large. Conversely, complete biodegradation is not possible when and % are both small. 

Of the two intermediate cases, conditions are more favorable for complete biodegradation 

(and the operative range for occurs at larger values) when is large and % is small. 
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Thus, it is clear that the magnitude of €„ is more critical than that of x to the effective range 

When conditions are most favorable to biodegradation (i.e., large €„ and smalij^*), 

complete biodegradation occurs at essentially any value of x- Conversely, the magnitude 

of X must be relatively large to produce complete degradation when is small and/^^* is 

large; i.e., when growth rate and substrate affinity are small. Of the two intermediate cases, 

the one most conducive to complete biodegradation is again the case with large 

The case where the effective range for €„, occurs at the smallest magnitudes, and 

where conditions for complete biodegradation are most favorable, occurs when is small 

and X is large (high substrate affinity and large initial biomass). The case least conducive 

to complete biodegradation occurs when is large and x is small. Of the two intermediate 

cases, complete biodegradation is more prone to occur when ir' is small. Thus, it is clear 
""•e 

that the magiutude of • is more critical than that of x to the effective range of 6„. 

A sensitivity analysis for the three controllmg factors are presented in Figure 3.2a, 

b, and c. For all three parameters, a factor of two change causes a significant change in the 

degree of biodegradation and mass recovery. This indicates transport is equally sensitive to 

all three factors for the range at which the analysis was conducted. 



FIGURE 3.2a 

Sensitivity Analysis for Effective Maximum Specific Growth Rate (e^) 
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FIGURE 3.2b 

Sensitivity Analysis for Relative Half-saturation Constant (K/) 
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FIGURE 3.2c 

Sensitivity Analysis for Relative Substrate-utilization Coefficient (x) 
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3.4.2 Linear vs. Nonlinear Biodegradation 

True linear biodegradation exists only in systems that have no biomass growth. 

Biodegradation may not support growth for three reasons; the substrate concentration is too 

low; an essential nutrient is limiting; or degradation occurs by co-metabolism. Substrate 

transport coupled with linear biodegradation exhibits breakthrough curves that have a 

plateau at a constant concentration that is less than the input concentration. This type of 

breakthrough curve is referred to as a steady state breakthrough curve (Figure 3.3). 

Conversely, transport coupled with the nonlinear Monod equation shows a nonsteady state 

breakthrough curve, wherein the effluent substrate concentration increases with time and 

reaches a maximum value, then decreases with time as solute is continually injected into the 

system (Figure 3.3). However, breakthrough curves that resemble a steady state curve can 

be observed in some cases of nonlinear biodegradation. In addition, it can be shown that the 

linear first-order and zero-order models are special cases of the nonlinear Monod model. 

First-Order Approximation 

The substrate-biodegradation rate represented by the Monod equation is: 

_ BC C* , 



FIGURE 3.3 

Typical Breakthrough Curves for Nonlinear and Linear Biodegradation 
Nonlinear curve; t, = 20, = 0.0958/hr, M, = 5.25 mg/l, Y=0.58, C, = 10 mg/l, K,= 20 mg/l 

Linear: rate coerndent = 0.867, C, = 10 mg/l 
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If the relative half-saturation constant is much greater than one (i.e., » Q), equation 

(3.28) can be written as an approximate form: 

dC C 
^ = ^  = -  (-Y^)C- (3.2„ 

Ap c 

If biomass growth is negligible, M* is a constant, and because Kj, Y, M^, t^ and |i^ are fixed 

for given boundary and initial conditions, the relative substrate-utilization coefficient and 

the effective maximum specific growth rate are constant. This gives: 

d C *  
=  -  KjC* w h e r e  KI =  — =  c o n s t a n t  (3 JO) 

01 K I 
C 

Thus, when » Q and M* is constant, the substrate degradation rate is first order with 

respect to C", and the Monod model reduces to the first-order model, as shown by previous 

investigators. In this case, first-order substrate biodegradation (3.30) can be used to 

approximate the Monod biodegradation equation (3.28). The validity of the first-order 

approximation is dependent upon negligible growth of biomass, which is satisfied with a 

small effective maximum specific growth rate, a small relative substrate-utilization 

coefficient, and in relative small numer of pore volumes (T). 
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Zero-Order Approximation 

The zero-order model is also a special case of the Monod equation in an approximate 

way. When « Cq, equation (3.28) becomes: 

''c = (3J1) 

If the biomass growth rate is very small, then M* is essentially a constant. Thus, we have: 

dC = — = - IC2 , where (332) 

Under the above assimiptions, a zero-order substrate degradation equation can be used to 

approximate the Monod degradation equation. The zero-order approximation is not as 

accurate as that of the first order because q- is a good assxmiption only at later time 

(at early time, C* is small and close to zero, and « c* satisfied). The 

approximation is not strictly mathematically correct, but when « C^, it is a very good 

approximation for most cases. 

Identifying Linear and Nonlinear Biodegradation 

For transport coupled with nonlinear biodegradation, pseudo steady state 

breakthrough curves are observed at small effective times for substrate with large values. 

These curves may resemble the steady state breakthrough curves obtained for transport 

coupled with linear degradation. Therefore, it may be difHcult to differentiate between 

nonlinear and linear biodegradation in some cases. However, biodegradation and transport 

for the nonlinear system is influenced by input substrate concentration. Higher input 
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concentrations cause less relative substrate degradation, which leads to higher breakthrough-

curve plateaus. Conversely, for transport coupled with linear biodegradation, the magnitude 

of biodegradation does not depend on substrate input concentration. Thus, the plateaus 

occiur at the same level for any input concentration. This difference in behavior between 

linear and nonlinear biodegradation is illustrated by comparing Figures 3.4 and 3.5. In 

addition, the increase of real time will not affect the magnitude of degradation in a linear 

system, whereas it will increase the magnitude of degradation in nonlinear systems due to 

biomass growth (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Given the above, transport experiments can be 

conducted with different input concentrations to determine if biodegradation is linear or 

nonlinear. 

3.4.3 Steady vs. Nonsteadv Phase Diagrams 

No Electron-Acceptor Limitation 

An analysis has been done to delineate conditions under which linear and nonlinear 

biodegradation occur. The pseudo-steady or non-steady breakthrough curves observed for 

the Monod model depend on the three characteristic factors e„, x and discussed above, 

as does the accuracy of the linear approximations. A diagram was constructed by using the 

effective maximum specific growth rate (ej for the y axis, the relative half-saturation 

constant ) for the x axis, and the relative substrate-utilization coefficient (x) as the 

criterion for each type curve. By fixing x, and changing and , a large number of 

simulations were conducted to plot a type curve that divides the diagram into zones of linear 

and nonlinear behavior (steady and non-steady transport), as shown in Figure 3.6. 



FIGURE 3.4 

Influence of Boundary Input Substrate Concentration 
on Transport with Linear Biodegradation 
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FIGURE 3.5 

Influence of Boundary Input Substrate Concentration 
on Transport with Nonlinear Biodegradation 
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FIGURE 3.6 

Type-curve Diagram Delineating Steady (Linear) and Non-steady (Nonlinear) 
Breakthrough Curve Zones 

(Based on Simulations Run to 20 Pore Volumes), 
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From inspection of the diagram, it is clear that is the primary parameter 

controlling whether nonsteady or steady transport will occur for a given set of conditions. 

Larger efTective maximum specific growth rates will cause higher biomass growth rates, and 

more biomass growth, which increases the amount of substrate degraded. This temporal 

increase in biomass and biodegradation capacity results in nonsteady transport. This 

explains why steady transport is observed at lower values and non-steady transport at 

higher €„, values. 

The parameter consists of the maximum specific growth rate and the hydraulic 

residence time. Thus, residence time is a critical factor controlling the type of transport 

exhibited for a given system. Of course, the inherent activity of the microorganisms is also 

critical. Compared to €„, the other two parameters have lesser, but still important, effects. 

For example, different type curves are obtained by using different values for the relative 

substrate-utilization coefficient, x- However, a change in x has only a small impact on the 

position of the type curve. 

As indicated in Figure 3.6, steady state breakthrough curves will be observed for a 

small effective maximum growth rate As is increased, the steady state zone 

increases. In this case, a linear, first-order model can be used to approximate the nonlinear 

Monod model, and the larger the , the better the approximation. This is because more 

substrate is needed to support unit biomass growth for higher values, which results in 
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less biomass production. Therefore, M* exhibits relatively little change (remains close to 1), 

which enhances the validity of the first-order approximation; 

As shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, the case where = jqC provides a better approximation 

of linearity than does the case where equals 50. Conversely, when i, the lower 

the , the better the zero-order approximation (Figure 3.9). 

First-order and zero-order equations (equations 3.30 and 3.32) can be used to 

approximate Monod equation when » i and j, respectively. Under these 

conditions, the linear rate coefficients (first and zero-rate coefficients) can be related to 

Monod-equation parameters (i.e., e„, M^, K^, Y) by equation 3.30 and 3.32. Thus, values 

can be calculated with this equation and can be used for predictions of transport for other 

conditions. When is close to I, the linear rate coefficient is not directly related to the 

Monod-equation parameters, and any parameter calculation using equation 3.30 or 3.32 

would have error due to the inaccurate approximation. However, pseudo-steady 

breakthrough curves are observed when the effective maximum growth rate is small. In this 

case, the linear models can be used to fit the breakthrough cm^e, but the rate coefficient so 

obtained can not be used for other conditions or transferred to other systems. 



FIGURE 3.7 

Comparison of Breakthrough Curves for Nonlinear and Linear Biodegradation 
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FIGURE 3.8 

Comparison of Breakthrough Curves for Nonlinear and Linear Biodegradation 
t, = 2, = 0.0958/hr, M. = 5.25 mg/l, Y = 0.58, C. = 10 mg/l, K = 500 mg/I 
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FIGURE 3.9 

Comparison of Breaiitlirougii Curves for Nonlinear and Linear (Zero-order) Biodegradation 
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Electron-Acceptor Limitation 

For a system constrained by electron-acceptor (e.g. O2) limitation, the electron-

acceptor concentration and its half-saturation constant would be additional factors 

controlling the biodegradation rate. The half-saturation constant of oxygen, which indicates 

the affinity of the electron-acceptor to the bacteria, would be the most important controlling 

factor, because boundary and initial concentrations are usually set to be equal to the 

maxmimum dissolved oxygen concentration (8 mg/1). The higher the K^,, the greater the 

amount of electron-acceptor required for bacterial growth, and the lower the biodegradation 

rate. Thus, the type curve would move upward and result in a smaller area for the nonsteady 

breakthrough curve zone. Figure 3.10 shows that when KQ increases from 0 (standard case) 

to 1, only a slight change is observed. This is due to the relatively small growth rate, for 

which the demand for electron acceptor is relatively small. With a higher maximum growth 

rate, the demand for electron-acceptor would be greater and the constraint would be more 

significant. 

3.4.4 Experimental Data Validation 

Several sets of lab experiment data are used to test the predictions obtained with the 

type curve. Estrella et al. (1993) conducted column experiments for herbicide 

2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) transport in soil to examine organic constaminant 

biodegradation. Experiments were conducted for both saturated (with oxygen 

limitation) and unsaturated (without oxygen limitation) systems. Based on the 

parameters estimated from each experiment, the controlling factors are calculated 

respectively. Three sets of experimental parameters are available for 2,4-D 



FIGURE 3.10 

The Influence of Electron-acceptor Limitation on the Type Curves 
(Based on 20 Pore-volume Simulation Results) 
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saturated column experiments, and they generates three sets of characteristic controlling 

factors: 

1) 6„ = 0.096; X ~ 0.09; K^* is unknown, K,,* is unknown 
2) €„ = 0.075; X ~ 0-09; K^* is unknown, is unknown 
3) 6„ = 0.073; X = 0-09; K^* is imknown, K^' is unknown 

At the range of €„, the plots of these controlling factors (Figure 3.6) are below the x = 0.1 

type curve (in steady-state domain), regardless of the value of K^*. With the oxygen 

limitation Kg* > 0, the X ~ 0-1 tyP® curve moves up as shown in Figure 3.10. Therefore, 

according to the type-curve diagrams, these data sets should produce steady breakthrough 

curves, which imply incomplete biodegradation. This prediction is supported by their 

research results (Figure 3.11). For the unsaturated column experiment, the characteristic 

controlling factors are: 

e, = 15.4; x = 0.024; K,* =4.72, C =0. 

The plot of these controlling factors is above the x = 0.01 type curve in Figure 3.6 (i.e. in the 

non-steady domain), thus, a non-steady breakthrough curve should be observed, and is 

validated by their experimental breakthrough curve (Figure 3.12). 



Figure 3.11 
2,4-D Saturated Column Experiments 

(from Estrclla e( al. 1993) 
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Figure 3.12 
2,4-D Unsaturated Column Experiment 

(from Estrella et al. 1993) 
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Chen et al. (1992) conducted transport and biodegradation experiments for benzene 

and toluene. Using their original experimental parameters, characteristic controlling factors 

are computed as below; 

1) Toluene: 6„= 16.8; x = 0-1; Kj* ^-87 
2) Benzene: €„ = 14.1; x = 0.026; K,* =0.6 

Both data are in the nonsteady breakthrough domain of the type-curve diagram, and their 

experimental breakthrough curves show complete biodegradation of toluene and benzene 

within 20 pore volumes (Figure 3.13). Moreover, the type-curve can also predict the degree 

of biodegradation, as x = 0.01 type curve is above X ~ 0.1 type curve. Benzene is closer to 

its type curve than is toluene. Therefore, benzene should show less degradation should 

require more time to reach complete degradation. This is supported by the experimental 

results. 

Kelsey and Alexander (1995) have done a series of column experiment to study the 

effect of flow rate and path length on p-NirophenoI biodegradation during transport in soil. 

Their results support the prediction of the effect of effective maximum growth rate 

(specifically, residence time) on substrate transport with biodegradation. However, due to 

the incomplete record of their experimental parameters, quantitative analysis is not possible. 



Figure 3.13 
Benzene and Toluene Column Experments 

(from Chen et al. 1992) 
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3.5 Summary 

We have introduced three new characteristic controlling factors: effective maximum 

specific growth rate, relative substrate-ultilization coefficient and relative half-saturation 

constant. They reflect the effect of biological and hydraulic factors on the coupled process 

system of transport and nonlinear biodegradation. It is these characteristic factors not 

individual factors that control the degree of biodegradation. This new finding is illustrated 

by computation results, by fixing these three characteristic factors, the degree of 

biodegradation stays the same no matter how we change the individual factors. On the other 

hand, if one of the characteristic controlling factors changes, the degree of biodegradation 

will definately change. 

Based on these findings, we constructed type curves to show the influence of these 

characteristic controlling factors on transport with nonlinear biodegradation. Overall, the 

magnitude of biodegradation is the highest for the largest effective maximum specific growth 

rate and lowest relative half-saturation constant tr'. In this case, breakthrough curves 
C 

are non-steady and show complete degradation (i.e. zero substrate effluent concentration 

after a certain pore volume). With the decrease of or the increase of , the magnitude 

of biodegradation decreases and breakthrough curves show incomplete, steady, degradation. 

For all combinations of and values below a given type curve, the magnitude of 

biodegradation is relatively small, and steady state breakthrough curves are observed. The 

predictions of type curve diagram are validated by several sets of experimental data for 

various organic compounds under different experimental conditions. The type-curve 
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diagrams also show quantitatively the parameter domains in which first order biodegradation 

can be used to approximate nonlinear biodegradation. 

The conventional approach of studing biodegradation and transport is using 

numerical simulation to fit particular sets of experimental results (lab or field), and obtain 

some unknown factors. Unlike most other works, this study focuses on the process level 

understanding of the mechanism of biodegradation, and uses the obtained knowledge to 

predict behavior of any organic compounds in the coupled process system. Our results 

qualitatively and quantitatively show the interconnection among individual controlling 

factors, characteristic controlling factors and degree of biodegradation. Only three controling 

factors are needed to predict the degree of biodegradation. This will significantly increase 

the efficiency of lab and field experiments, and will be used as basic tools for 

experimentalists to design their experiment and understand their experimental results. 

Sensitivity analysis shown in table 3.1 demonstrates quantitatively the ranges of parameters 

for complete and incomplete substrate biodegradation. This is practically important because 

it provides the necessary conditions of appying bioremediation to contaminants clean-up . 

The method to differentiate linear and nonlinear biodegradation is also shown in this 

research, and can be used to determine the mechanism of biodegradation. 
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4. ANALYTICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF 
CONCENTRATION-DEPENDENT BEHAVIOR 

4.1 Introduction 

The effect of most individual controlling factors on the degree of substrate 

biodegradation is shown explicitly in the type-curve diagrams presented in chapter 3, 

however, the impact of substrate concentration is not obvious. Because, the change of 

substrate concentration causes the change of two characteristic combined factors which 

affect the degree of biodegradation in an opposite direction. For example, the increase of 

substrate concentration decreases the relative substrate-ultilization coefficient (x), and the 

decrease of x will decrease the degree of biodegradation. On the other hand, higher 

substrate concentration decreases relative half-saturation constant, which, in turn, will cause 

more biodegradation. It is difficult to justify which characteristic factor is more important 

qualitatively by using the diagram, thus quantative analysis is necessary under this 

circumstance. There are some studies involved in finding analytical solution for transport 

with mass loss due to nonlinear kinetic reaction, but none of the models represent biomass 

growth. In this chapter, analytical and numerical approaches will be used to study the 

substrate-concentration dependent behavior of nonlinear biodegradation in the coupled-

process system of transport, ideal sorption, and biodegradation with biomass growth. 

4.2 Mathematical Framework 

In this coupled-process system, advection and dispersion are mechanisms which 

carry solute down gradient, and linear, instantaneous sorption retards the advective 
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velocity; however, solute mass is conserved for these mechanisms. Because mass loss is 

caused only by biodegradation, the decomposition of transport and biodegradation is 

possible and would simplify the system. The analytical approach will focus on deriving 

analytical solutions for the coupled substrate degradation rate eqtiation and biomass growth 

rate equation. The explicit formulations clarify how substrate input concentration controls 

the rate of biodegradation which, in turn, affects the magnitude of biodegradation in the 

coupled system of transport and biodegradation. The hypothesis is that the magnitude of 

biodegradation can be studied by decomposing transport and biodegradation processes and 

examining the biodegradation system only, and that the predictions obtained from the 

simplified system can be applied to the coupled transport and biodegradation system. It is 

important to point out that the controlling factor associated with solute transport is the 

residence time, which is included in the simplified system. Numerical simulations are used 

to test if predictions based on the simplified system match simulations obtained for the true 

transport case. 

4.2.1 Goveming Equations 

The coupled-process equations for transport, linear, instantaneous sorption, and 

nonlinear biodegradation without oxygen constraint in the advective domain are formulated 

as follows: 

^  . d C  d S  d C  r  c  .  
( 6  ^  ) _  .  p -  =  -  .  9 Z . —  -  ( 4 . 1 )  



M = M ii/(—£_) -b^M - AT) 
dt " + c 

where all coefiBcients and symbols are defined in Appendix I. 

The following dimensionless form of the governing equations: 

p a c *  d C  l ^ C  ^  , , ,  ,  C  
K = - + 6, M ( 

dT dx p ar^ ' K' + 

dT " k: . C 
-) - o>, (il/* - 1) 

are derived by introducing the following dimensionless parameters: 
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qYC, ' q 

The Ej and terms are introduced as effective rate coefBcients for substrate degradation 

and biomass growth, respectively. By substituting in residence time, , a 

simpler form is obtained for the effective rate coefficients : 

H ^ Af 

The maximum specific growth rate (|inJ , the initial biomass concentration (N^,), and the 

yield coefficient (Y) are the controlling factors associated with biodegradation, whereas the 

residence time is the controlling factor introduced by the transport process. 

4.2.2 Analytical Solution 

An analytical solution is derived to help understand how biotic factors and residence 

time affect biodegradation. The system must be simplified to allow an analytical solution 

to be derived. In this case, we will decouple biodegradation from advective-dispersive flux 

by examining a system similar to a well-mixed batch reactor. Biomass decay is assumed 

to be very small in comparison to the biomass growth, and is neglected for this analysis. 
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The governing equations for this simpiified case are: 

BC C * 

BT YC k; + c 
(4.10) 

BM' , , C* , 
~ ^ M 1 1 

BT ' " fr* + 

The initial relative substrate concentration (C*) inside the batch reactor system represented 

by (4.10) and (4.11), which is equivalent to the boundary input concentration of a flow 

system, is assumed to be 1. The initial relative biomass concentration M* is also assumed 

to be 1. Equation (4.10) and (4.11) are solved analytically, and the perturbation method 

is used to obtain simpler and explicit expressions of C* for early and late time conditions 

(see details in Appendix III). The solutions obtained under the above conditions represent 

exactly the behavior of a batch reactor and, in addition, that occurring at the input boundary 

in a flow system. However, they can also be used to qualitatively represent behavior at any 

position within a flow domain. The early time solution is: 

C* = 1 - ° ^ w/zeK t^u^T« 1 (4,12) 
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The early time solution is with respect to the effective time, which is defined as 

Uj, T. The smaller are the residence time, the specific growth rate, and the real 

time, the smaller will be the effective time. The late time solution is: 

ATT + YC + 3/ YC YC + A/ 
InC- = 2 ^Ina f — 2 when tuT» 1 (a 13^ 

f r  Y  ^  A f /  K J ' "  

4.2.3 Numerical Simulations 

The coupled-process equations are solved numerically by using the following initial 

and boundary conditions: 

substrate flux = C* - -^(^r)Ar = o = ^ (4.14) 
r oX 

C*(X,0)=0 .0  ,  M'ix,0) = l.0 (4.15) 

The purpose of deriving the analytical solution for C* in the simplified system is to 

obtain an explicit expression showing how the controlling factors will affect substrate 

degradation and substrate concentration in the system. Those relationships predicted by the 

analytical solution should be similar to the simulations produced by numerical computation. 

As mentioned above, when transport and sorption conditions are kept the same, substrate 

concentration is controlled only by the substrate degradation rate and biomass growth rate. 

The influence of transport on the degradation rate is included in the residence time, which 
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is a function of the path length and pore-scale velocity. Therefore, the study of 

biodegradation in the coupled process system can be simplified by using the analytical 

solutions derived from the two rate equations without considering the transport terms, as 

shown in equation (4.10). 

4 J Results and Discussion 

The influence of substrate concentration, residence time, and other factors on 

biodegradation and transport will be evaluated in two ways. First, we will examine their 

influence on substrate concentration profiles; second, we will examine relative magnitude 

of substrate biodegradation. The following parameter values, based on data reported by 

Estrella et al., (1993) are used in all cases, = 5.25 mg/1, = 2.3 /day and Y=0.58. The 

results of the analyses are summarized in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 

Summary of the Effect of C,on relative concentration C* 
and magnitude of biodegradation 

Cases C* MB' 

Early time (all except » CJ C* « c„ MB « i/C„ 

Early time (K^» CJ C* is independent of MB is independent of CQ 

Late time (Kj<Co) 1/C„ MB « i/c„ 

Late time (Ke>CJ O 
u
 

• U
 MB « Cg 

Late time (Kj«Co) not observed not observed 

'MB: magnitude of biodegradation 
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4.3.1 Substrate Concentration Profiles and Degradation Rate 

Based on the early time solution given by equation (4.12), the derivative of relative 

substrate concentration C* with respect to input concentration €„ is calculated as: 

° 

Since the derivative is larger than zero, C* is an increasing function of C. This means that 

the higher the substrate input concentration (CJ, the higher the relative substrate 

concentration (C*) remaining in the system. Thus, as €„ increases, the relative degree of 

biodegradation in the system decreases. This occurs because biomass growth is not 

significant at early times, which limits the amount of substrate that can be degraded. Thus, 

the relative flection of substrate degraded will be less for higher concentrations. 

It is important to note that the absolute amount of substrate degraded is always higher 

with higher input substrate concentration. This can be shown by computing the absolute 

value of C firom equation (4.12): 

M t u T 
C = when t u_T « 1 

(4.17) K 
y(— + 1 )  

c. 

The absolute amount of substrate degraded, Cj, is large when Q is large, as shown in the 

following equation: 
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A/- r T c .  =  — w / i e n  t u T «  1  

nS.i )  (" ' )  
C. 

Using the approach above, the derivative of C* with respect to Co is computed for 

late time as: 

c YC KJ + 7C„ + A/ 
(C-)e. = - -jf) - \f ^YC ' ^ ^ 

c o o o 

The derivative is less than zero when the effective time is large, therefore, C* is a decreasing 

function of C. Thus, the higher the substrate input concentration (Co), the lower the relative 

substrate concentration (C*) in the system, which indicates greater relative substrate 

degradation. This occurs because higher substrate concentrations cause greater biomass 

growth which, in turn, results in greater relative degradation of substrate for later times. It 

is obvious that greater absolute substrate degradation also occurs when €„ is large for the late 

time case. 

In the above discussion, comparisons are made for the same effective time but 

different input substrate concentrations. The relative rate of substrate consumption can be 

obtained by computing the derivative of C* with respect to time T: 
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( C ' ) r  = - ^ » 1 (4.21) 

The derivatives are negative, which indicate that the larger the time, the lower the relative 

substrate concentration and the greater the degradation in the system, as expected. The value 

of the derivative for early time decreases as the input concentration (€„) increases, which 

indicates higher relative substrate degradation rates at lower substrate concentrations . 

Conversely, for late time, the value of the derivative increases with the increase of Cg, 

which indicates that the larger the Co, the steeper the slope of concentration decrease with 

real time and, thus, the higher the rate of substrate degradation. 

Numerical simulations obtained using the coupled-process model show results 

similar to those predicted by the analytical solution. For example, the early and late time 

behavior related to variable C^ are illustrated in Figure 4.1. At small effective time (pore 

volume < 3), the breakthrough curve for the highest input concentration exhibits the highest 

relative concentration, and the lowest degree of relative degradation. The converse is true 

for the lowest input concentration. At large effective time (pore volume > 4.5), the highest 

input concentration exhibits the lowest relative concentration, whereas the smallest Co has 

the highest relative concentration. This represents greater relative degradation for larger CQ. 

We can also observe from Figure 4.1 that the breakthrough curve for the highest input 

concentration drops with the steepest slope and is the first one to reach zero (complete 

degradation). This matches the prediction of equation (4.21). 



FIGURE 4.1 

The Influence of Boundary Input Concentration on Substrate Effluent Concentration Profiles 
For the Same Residence Time (t^ = 10) and Half-saturation Constant (K^ = 10) 
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The efifective time is a combination of residence time, real time, and maximum 

specific growth rate. Hence, a large real time (e.g., pore volumes) does not always produce 

a large efifective time, such as under conditions of small residence time or growth rate. This 

is illustrated in Figure 4.2, where early time behavior is still observed at 10 pore volumes, 

whereas late time behavior was observed after 4.5 pore volumes in Figure 4.1. This is due 

to the small effective time of lOu^ (residence time is 1 hr, maximum growth rate is relatively 

small, 0.0958/hr, pore volume is 10). Figure 4.1 shows late time behavior at relatively small 

pore volumes because of the large efifective time of 35u„ (residence time is 10, pore volume 

is 3). For the same efifective time, a larger residence time causes a higher degree of 

biodegradation due to longer time of contact between substrate and microorganisms. 

A larger real time results in more biomass accumulation in the system, hence more 

degradation. However, the magnitude of enhanced degradation caused by larger residence 

time is greater than that due to larger real time. 

Both early and late time behavior is not always observed for a given system. For 

example. Figure 4.3 shows that early time behavior is not observed for Co= 0.1 and 1 mg/1; 

only late time behavior is observed for these two cases. For pore volume less than 2 or 2.5, 

the breakthrough curves for equal to 0.1 and 1 are similar, whereas the curve for 0.1 

should be lower to be consistent with early time behavior. For pore volume larger than 2.5, 

the breakthrough curve for €^=0.1 mg/1 plateaus at higher relative concentration than does 

the Co= 1.0 mg/I breakthrough curve (i.e., late time behavior). Both early and late time 

behavior are observed when is 10, 100, or 1000 mg/1. 



FIGURE 4.2 

The Influence of Residence Time on Effluent Concentration Proflles 
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This behavior can be explained by examining equation (4.18). When the substrate 

supply is much less than the demand (€„ « KJ, the growth rate is very low, and a change 

in input substrate concentration will not change the biodegradation rate noticeably for 

small effective times. Thus, the breakthrough curves for Cg= 0.1 and 1 mg/1 show similar 

relative effluent concentrations at early time. However, the system is much more sensitive 

to changes in concentration when Co ^ (i.e., at higher growth-rate condition). Thus, a 

change in Q will have a noticeable impact on the degree of biodegradation, even though the 

effective time is small (equation 4.18). This explains why early time behavior is observed 

for Co = 10, 100,1000 mg/1 cases (Figure 4.3). 

When uptake efSciency is very high (C^ s KJ, complete biodegradation of substrate 

will be observed (i.e. C* becomes zero), which results in the derivative of C* (C,,) becoming 

zero (equation 4.19). There is no negative or positive correlation under this condition. If 

biodegradation is complete, late time behavior may not be observed. Figure 4.4c shows that 

the Co =10 breakthrough curve reaches complete degradation earlier than the Co =100 mg/1 

breakthrough curve, and that late time behavior is not observed. However, the steeper slope 

for Co= 100 mg/1 is still observed as predicted by equation 4.21. In contrast, the late time 

behavior is observed for Cg = 1 versus 10, and 1 versus 100 mg/1, because the Co=l curve 

has not reached complete biodegradation during the simulation time. 



FIGURE 4.3 

The Influence of the Relationship on Early and Late Time Behavior 
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The magnitude of influences the effective time required to observe the late time 

behavior. For cases where Co is larger than late-time behavior is observed later for lower 

Kc values. For example, cases €„= 100 vs €„= 10 mg/1 are compared in Figures 4.1, 4.4a, 

4.4b, and 4.4c. When K5= 50 mg/1, the late-time behavior is observed after 3.5 pore volumes 

(Figure 4.4a). However, the late-time behavior is observed after 4.4 pore volumes for the 

Kj = 10 mg/1 case (Figure 4.1), and no late-time behavior is observed for the Kc=l mg/1 case 

due to the complete biodegradation of the Co = 10 mg/1 breakthrough cxirve before that of the 

Co = 100 mg/1 breakthrough curve (Figure 4.4c). This behavior occurs because a lower 

Kj value for a fixed Co represent a higher uptake efficiency and a higher biodegradation rate. 

For cases where Co is less than K^, the effect is the opposite. For example, comparing cases 

Co = 1 mg/1 vs Q =10 mg/1, late-time behavior is observed after 3.1 pore volumes when 

Kg = 50 mg/1 (Figure 4.4a). However, the late-time behavior is observed after 2.7 pore 

volimies when = 1 mg/1 (Figure 4.4c). 

4.3.2 Relative Magnitude of Biodegradation 

Another way to analyze biodegradation and transport is to examine mass recovery 

or, conversely, magnitude of biodegradation. The relative magnitude of biodegradation 

during early times follows the early-time behavior discussed above, i.e. higher input 

concentrations lead to lower relative substrate degradation, and greater relative cumulative 

mass recovery. However, the magnitude of biodegradation for later times does not always 

follow the late-time behavior discussed above, because it is a cumulative property. The final 

relationship between magnitude of biodegradation and Co depends on whether early or late 



FIGURE 4.4a 

The Influence of on Effluent Concentration Profile = 50 mg/l, t^^lO 
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FIGURE 4.4b 

The Influence of K^on Effluent Concentration Proflle = 5 mg/I, tr=10 
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FIGURE 4.4c 

The Influence of on Effluent Concentration Profile = 1 mg/I, tr=10 
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time behavior dominates the process. If early time behavior dominates, lower input 

concentrations cause more relative biodegradation, and therefore, lower relative cumulative 

mass recoveries. If late time behavior dominates, lower input concentrations cause lower 

relative biodegradation and thus, higher relative cimiulative mass recoveries. 

When Kc is relatively large, the late time behavior dominates, and higher input 

concentrations result in larger magnitudes of biodegradation. Figure 4.5a shows the case 

for = 50 mg/1. The breakthrough curve for the highest substrate concentration (100 mg/1) 

has 20% relative mass recovery at 20 pore volumes, which is the lowest among the three. 

When Ke is relatively small, the early time behavior for relative cumulative mass recovery 

is observed. As shown in Figure 4.5c for the case for = 1 mg/1, the lowest substrate input 

concentration (1 mg/1) has the lowest cumulative mass recovered (largest degradation) at 20 

pore volumes. A system exhibiting a combination of early and late-time behavior is shown 

in Figure 4.5b. Comparing cases Co=10 and 100 mg/1, for which =5 mg/1 is relatively 

small, the early time behavior is observed for the entire process. Comparing cases C^ = 10 

and 1 or 100 and 1 mg/1, wherein =5 mg/1 is relative large in comparison to 1 mg/1, both 

early and late time behavior is observed. In summary, if the input concentration is lower 

than late-time behavior dominates, and if the input concentration is higher than only 

early time behavior can be observed. When C^ and are of the same order, both early and 

late time behavior can be observed for the magnitude of biodegradation. 



FIGURE 4.5a 

The Influence of on the Relative Magnitude of Biodegradation = 50 mg/l, t,=10 
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FIGURE 4.5b 

The Influence of on the Relative Magnitude of Biodegradation K, = 5 mg/i, tr=10 
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FIGURE 4.5c 

The Influence of Kj on the Relative Magnitude of Biodegradation = I mg/l, t =10 
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4.4 Summary and Conclusion 

Unlike other individual controlling factors, the change of substrate concentration 

causes the change of two characteristic controlling factors instead of one. The increase of 

substrate concentration will decrease the relative substrate-ultilization coefficient (x), and 

the decrease of x will cause smaller degree of biodegradation. On the other hand, higher 

substrate concentration decreases relative half-saturation constant, which, in turn, will cause 

more biodegradation. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the impact of substrate 

concentration on biodegradation qualitatively by using the type-curve diagram presented in 

chapter 3. It is difficult to justify which characteristic factor is more important and how 

substrate concentration affects the degree of biodegradation by only using numerical 

computation. 

Analytical and numerical approaches are used to study the effect of substrate 

boundary concentration on biodegradation in this coupled-process system. Approximate 

analytical solutions are derived for the simplified system for early and late times. Numerical 

computations based on a coupled-process transport model are conducted to examine if the 

predictions based on the analytical solutions represent the behavior of the true transport 

system. 

For a specific system, assuming that the properties of the substrate, microorganisms, 

and transport are fixed, substrate input concentration could be positively or negatively 

correlated to the magnitude of substrate degradation. Thus, variable substrate input 
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concentration causes different behavior at early and late times. The higher the substrate 

input concentration Q, the lower the relative substrate degradation for small effective 

times. The reverse is true for large effective times. The early time behavior is not obvious 

when substrate input concentration Q is much smaller than the half saturation constant 

due to insignificant growth of biomass. The control of boundary input concentrations on 

the magnitude of relative cumulative mass recovery depends on the relative scale of Co and 

Kg. When other conditions are fixed, the larger the the lower the relative cumulative 

mass recovery for larger Q; the smaller the ^, the lower the relative cumulative mass 

recovery for smaller CQ. 

In a system with low substrate uptake efficiency (i.e. high ), and fixed properties 

of substrate, microorganisms and transport, it is more difficult for the low substrate 

concentration to be remediated, because there is not enough substrate to support biomass 

growth, thus it takes longer time to reach complete degradation. Conversely, higher input 

concentrations cause more growth of biomass and larger degradation rates, thus, these 

systems reach complete degradation in a comparatively shorter time. 

The research results show that common knowledge of that it takes shorter time to 

clean up lower concentration contaminant than higher concentration one can be wrong, when 

bioremedation is applied to the clean-up. As shown above, higher substrate concentration 

may have faster complete degradation due to larger amont of biomass growth. The biomass 

growth largely depends on the substrate half-saturation constant (the affinity of substrate 
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to biomass), therefore, it is very important to determine the substrate bioavailibility before 

any bioremediation action takes place. If the half-saturation constant of substrate is much 

higher than substrate concentrations, then, bioremediation may not be the best alternative. 

Low concentration of contaminant is not good for biodegradation, because there is not 

enough substate to support biomass growth, and bioremediation is very inefiRcient. If the 

half-saturation constant is within the range of substrate concentrations, then biodegradation 

is applicable, and bioremediation is more efficient for higher concentration contaminant. 

However, it is important to awere the early time and late time behavior of biodegradation, 

and the pilot study conducted in short time may not show the true behavior of 

biodegradation,. 
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5. CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT AND NONLINEAR BIODEGRADATION: 
MOMENTS ANALYSIS 

5.1 Introduction 

Many studies have examined the impact of various types of sorption on solute 

transport without biodegradation, and some studies investigated the effect of biodegradation 

on solute transport with linear instantaneous sorption. In order to understand how 

biodegradation affects a more complex system of solute transport with nonlinear rate-

limited sorption in a structured soil, a more sophsticated model is needed for process level 

of understanding. We formulated a 1-D two-region transport, two-domain rate-limited 

nonlinear sorption and nonlinear biodegradation coupled process model. This model 

combines nonlinear Freundlich sorption model, nonlinear kinetic biodegradation model and 

multiprocess nonequilibrium (MPNE) model into one system, and this coupled-process 

system has not been seen in previous literature. The modified Monod nonlinear 

biodegradation model is used to represent biodegradation in this system, and it has been 

discussed in details in chapter 3. The nonliear sorption model and MPNE model will be 

disscused in section 5.2. 

To illustrate the application of this new model, we use several examples to examine 

the differences between the impact of nonlinear sorption and nonlinear biodegradation and 

that of linear sorption and linear biodegradation on solute transport. As mentioned before, 

most studies involving nonlinear biodegradation have been limited to analyses of 

breakthrough curves, and account only for linear, instantaneous sorption. In this research. 
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we study not only breakthrough curves, but also spatial distributions and spatial moments 

of the solute. We examine not only linear / nonlinear biodegradation coupled with linear 

instantaneous sorption, but also linear / nonlinear biodegradation coupled with nonlinear 

sorption. To our knowledge, the coupling of nonlinear biodegradation and nonlinear 

sorption has not been examined previously for solute transport. 

5.2 Model Development 

5.2.1 Nonlinear Sorption Model 

Linear, instantaneous sorption reflects a constant partition coefficient, which is 

independent of the equilibrium solution concentration. Theoretical and experimental studies 

have shown that sorption is linear only in a sufficiently dilute system. Nonlinear sorption 

isotherms have been observed for low polarity organic compounds at high solute 

concentrations, as well as for ionic or strongly polar compounds ( Leo et al. 1971; Chiou 

et al. 1979; BCarickhoff et al. 1979; KarickhofF, 1981; Munz and Roberts, 1986). The 

Freundlich sorption isotherm is the most commonly used nonlinear isotherm (5.1); it has 

been widely applied to the sorption of various metals and organic compounds such as 

cadmium by soils (Lindsay and Sabey 1977), organo-phosphrous pesticides (Yaron, 1978) 

and p-chloroanaline residues (Van Bladel and Moreale, 1977). The Freudlich equation is: 

S ' K y C  ( 5 . 1 )  
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where C represents solute concentration in solution (M/L), S is sorbed concentration(M/M), 

Kf is the Freundlich sorption coefiBcient ((L/M)'^), and N is a constant, usually less than 1 for 

many organic compounds (especially pesticides). If N is equal to 1, the Freundlich sorption 

isotherm becomes the linear sorption isotherm. 

A reversible, nonlinear kinetic sorption model is used to represent the sorption in the 

nonequilibrium-sorption domain (5.2), where k, represents first-order reverse sorption rate 

coefficient. 

§ = * 2 ( ^ / ^ - 5 )  ( 5 . 2 )  

This model describes a situation where the forward sorption is nonlinear, whereas the 

desorption reaction is linear. It has been used to describe the sorption of P (Fiskell et al. 

1979) and herbicides (Enfield and Bledsoe 1975) very well. When the reaction time is long 

enough, sorption reaches equilibrium dS/dt =0, and this reversible nonlinear model becomes 

the Freundlich sorption isotherm. 

In this study, we assume the Freundlich constant (N) to be less than 1. When N < 1, 

the retardation factor increases as the solute concentration © decreases, demonstrated by data 
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presented by Rao and Davidson (1979). Therefore, it is important to consider nonlinear 

sorption in the coupled- process model presented here. 

5.2.2 Multiprocess Nonequilibrium Model 

The nonequilibrium process represents multiple processes that can cause nonideal 

solute transport (Brusseau, 1989). The transport-related nonequilibrium is refered to as 

physical nonequilibrium (PNE), which is a result of rate-limited mass transfer between 

advective and nonadvective domains. A nonideal breakthrough curve (BTC) for a non-

sorbing tracer is an indication of physical nonequilibrium. The occurrence of PNE during 

solute transport in structured soils has been well documented, both in laboratory and field 

study. The earliest laboratory work on solute transport in soil/aquifer materials ,where the 

asymmetry of experimentally derived BTCs was attributed to physical nonequilibrium, was 

performed by Biggar and Nielsen (1962) and Coats and Smith (1964) for conservative 

solutes (Cr) and by Ebick et al. (1966), Kay and Elrick (1967), and Green et al. (1972) for 

organic compounds (the herbicides atrazine, lindane and picloram, respectively). An early 

study of physical nonequilibrium in field-scale transport of organics (herbicide picloram) 

was performed by Rao et al. (1974). There are some more recent evidence both form 

laboratory ( van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1977; Rao et al., 1980b; Nkedi-Kizza et al., 

1982) and field studies ( Bowman and Rice, 1986; Jury et al., 1986). 
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An example of a stmcnired soil that can produce nonideal transport is an aggregated 

soil, where the macropores can be designated as the advective region and the bulk soil matrix 

as the nonadvective region. Therefore, the governing equations are divided into two parts; 

one for the advective region where solute (C,) undergoes advection , dispersion, mass 

transfer (from advective to nonadvective region) and other reactions; one for the 

nonadvective region where solute concentration (CJ is not affected by advection and 

dispersion. 

dt 

= - V 
dC„ 

" + D—-
dx dx' 

- - CJ - (^), —) 

dt 

dC„ dC 
—JL = a (C - C) - (— 

^ O ft' —) 

Bt 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

These two regions are coupled by rate-limited inter-region diffusive mass transfer. 

The first-order mass transfer model is used in this research for its simplicity and 

applicability. Even though the diffiision-based approach is more accurate, it is constrained 

by the lack of detailed knowledge of the physical structure of the porous medium (e.g. shape 

and size distribution of structure) (Brusseau, 1989). Several researchers have shown that 

models utilizing the first-order mass transfer approximation provide simulations similar to 

those obtained from diffusion-based models ( Rao et al., 1980b; Raghavan and Ruthven, 

1985; van Genuchten, 1985; Parker and Valocchi, 1986). 

Sorption-related nonequilibrium can result from chemical nonequilibrium and 

intrasorbent diffusion (Brusseau, 1989). Chemical nonequilibrium results from rate-limited 
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interactions between the solute and the specific sorption sites of the sorbent, whereas, 

introsorbent difiRision results from diffusive mass transfer of sorbate within the sorbent 

matrix. This is supported by experiment results (Nkedi-Kizza et al., 1982; Brusseau et al., 

1989 a,b). The first model incorporating two sorption domains was developed by Giddings 

and Eyring (1955). The two-site (or two-domain) models were developed by Selim et al. 

(1976) and Cameron and Klute (1977). 

In these models, sorbent is hypothesized as having two classes of sorption sites, 

where sorption is instantaneous for one class and rate-limited for the other (linear sorption 

is used for both sites). 

The different sorption sites represent different degree of accessibility, different 

sorbent type (e.g. organic and mineral surfaces) and different sorption mechanisms. The 

two-site model has generally been able to represent nonequilibrium data better than the one-

site model, and this is justified by Cameron and Klute(1977) by applying this model to an 

existing experimental data. 

(5.5) 

^ -S;)] 
at 

(5.6) 
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The two-region and two-domain coupled-process model was used to represent 

multiprocess nonequilibrium (Brusseau et al., 1989), and the two-region transport or the 

two-site sorption model is only a special case of this model. This model is formulated for 

nonequilibrium caused by a combination of transport- and sorption-related processes. 

Brusseau (1989) used it to predict experimental data by obtaining all parameters from 

independent sources, and showed better prediction than other models (such as, two-region 

model and local equilibrium sorption model). 

5.2.3 Present Model 

The standard one-dimensional advection-dispersion solute transport equation can be 

modified to include sorption and biodegradation. 

dC dC ,dC. ,dC. ,dC. 

I T  = " "  &  ^  

The LHS of equation 5.7 represents solute concentration change with time, the first 

and second terms of RHS represent advection and dispersion of solute. The other terms 

represent solute mass loss due to sorption, mass transfer and biodegradation, consecutively. 

Based on this fiame-work, nonlinear sorption, nonlinear biodegradation and 

multiprocess nonequilibrium are combined, and governing equations (5.8 to 5.17) are 

formulated for the two-region and two domain chemical-biological coupled process model. 

The modified Monod biodegradation model has been widely used for organic contaminants. 
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This model is designed to promote process level understanding of transport, sorption and 

biodegradation of contaminants in soil. Based on this model, a simpler model can be easily 

obtained for a less complicated system. The following research (section 5.3) will use a 

simplified version to examine specific factors. 

Equations 5.8 to 5.12 are governing equations for the advective region , where 0^ 

represents the fiactional volumetric water content in advective region, and f represent the 

fraction of sorbent in the advective region. The subscript "a" is used to indicate advective 

region, for example, C, is the solute concentration in the advective region. Whereas, 5.13 

to 5.17 are governing equations for non-advective region in which the volumetric water 

content is 0„=1- 0j. (1-f) represents the fraction of sorbent in nonadvective region. 

Advective Region; 

dC. dS. 
0.— + /P 
" dt • ^ dt 

al /p-
dS. a2 

dt 
- q —i + 0 D a ( C  -  C \  

•a- o 0̂ 2 a iK dx 

(5.8) 

+ C ' K + O' c a o a 

Sal = FĴ aCa (5.9) 
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^ = *^[(1 - - SJ (5.10) 

+ 0 D J ^ - «.(0. - OJ - yj*JK-A( 
d*"' 

) - KiK, - ii<,) (5.12) 

Equation 5.8 represents solute (substrate) transport in the advective region, and the 

first term on the LHS represents the rate of solute concentration change, the second and 

third terms on the LHS represent transfer of substrate from liquid phase to the solid particles 

by equilibrium sorption and nonequilibrium sorption, respectively. The total sorbed 

substrate concentration (S-rJ in the advective region is the simi of equilibrium sorbed 

concentration (S,,) and nonequilibrium sorbed concentration (823). The substrate advection 

and dispersion are represented by the first and second terms of RHS of the equation, and the 

third term represents first order mass transfer between advective region and nonadvective 

region, where a is the mass transfer constant. The last term represents substrate utilization 

due to biodegradation, which is represented by modified Monod equation. The notations are 

the same as defined in chapter 3, except that the subscript "a" is used to represent the 

advective region. 
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Equation 5.9 represents nonlinear instantaneons sorption in the advective region by 

using the Freundlich isotherm, where F, is the fraction of sorbent in advective region for 

which sorption is instantaneous, and K, is Freundlich sorption coefficient in the advective 

region. Equation 5.10 represents nonlinear kinetic sorption in the advective region, k,, is the 

first order reverse sorption rate coefBcient in the advective region and (1- FJ represents the 

fi-action of sorbent for which sorption is rate-limited. 

Equation 5.11 describes the transport of the electron acceptor (oxygen), which is 

similar to 5.8 except that oxygen is assumed to be a nonsorbing solute. Oxygen undergoes 

mass transfer between advective and nonadvective regions, which is represented by the third 

term on the RHS. The last term on the RHS represents oxygen comsumed by biodegradation 

where YO is the stoichiometric coefficient, which is equal to the mass of oxygen utilized by 

the microorgainism per unit mass of substrate degraded. Oj stands for the oxygen 

concentration in advective region. 

Equation 5.12 is the biomass growth rate equation represented by modified Monod 

equation and biomass decay. Biomass is assumed to be immobile, therefore, there are no 

advection and dispersion terms. Mj stands for biomass concentration in advective region, MQ 

represents initial biomass concentration. 

Non-advective region governing equations are similar to those of advective region, 

except that there are no advection and dispersion terms in substrate and oxygen transport 
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equations. All the definations of the notations are identical to those in advective region, but 

they have subscript "n" for nonadvective region. A complete list notation defination is in 

Appendix I. 

d S .  d S .  
0„-^ - (1 -/)p-^ ^ a -f)p-^ =«c(C„ -

(5.13) 
C O • lit n It f Ti n \ 

~ K + cj K + oj c n o It 

Sni = (5.14) 

^ =^^[(1 (5.15) 

dO„ C 0„ 

"IT " c n o n 

C, On 

if = 
c n o n 

Equations (5.8) to (5.17) can be nondimensionalized as follows: 
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Advective Zone Dimensionless Forms: 

at a I gj. a2^ a aV ^ p 

(5.18) 

- 0>,(c; - c;) - e_<(—Sf_)(-^^) 

^»{.(c;" - o (5-i») 

^ •^° •>( .) (5.20) 
ar ax p jr- ^ ^ 

-){— -) - tOj(A<, - 1) (5.21) 
k: ^ c; K: ^ o: 

Non-advective Zone Dimensionless Forms: 

3C * 
[ ( ! - • ) » •  w c ; "  -  o  =  " , ( c ;  -  C )  

. c; o; 

< - c; k: ̂  o: 

(5.22) 
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^ = {.(C - (5-23) 

do: . . . c; o; 
(1 - 4,)_^ = co/o; - 0„ ) - iL-_) (5.24) 

k: + c: a:; + o: 

. c; o; 
= ^„.„Ki-T^K . .) - o,,(M; - 1) (5.25) 

ST k; * c; k; * o; 
Dimensionless Parameters: 

X = - , T = -3L 

L BL 

r' - El r' -
" ~ C " ' Q 

0 0 

o; = ^ c>„* = — 
0 0 

s :  =  — —  s :  =  
(1 - ' (1 - f^AT.C," 



M' = —i K = — 
K K o o 

_ qL 0. 
P = Ji±L. (!) = _£ 

0.1> 0 

K, = f wf 

^(1 - f-JAT^Cf' 

K" 
Kl' = — K"' = — 

C ' O. O 

k.QL k,dL 
r <22 

~ ~ ~ 

<i 1 

\i„Ldi^M^ _ ^ _ ti„I0(|) 

qYC^ " qo^ 

bQL 
0)^ - _ to^ _ 0)^ _ 

q q q 
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5.3 Governing Equations for a Simplified System 

The mathematical model used in this chapter is the advective domain part of the 

system presented in section 5.2. It is a one-dimensional advective / dispersive solute 

transport model for a steady state flow field, coupled with the Monod biodegradation and 

nonlinear sorption. Four equations are needed to describe the entire system. 

S ,  =  K C ^  (539) 

(5.41) 

(5.40) 

The dimensionless form of equations are: 

(1 
' dT 
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dO' 

dT 

C 

dX P dX"-
-)(-

O' 

k: + c < + o' 
(5.43) 

BM' 

dT 

C 

k: + c*' 
-)(-

o* 

k; + o' 
- )  -  -  1 )  (5.44) 

Dimensionless Parameters: 

X = — 

^ L' 

7" = 
QL 

c - = ^  o- = ^ 
o. 

M' = M. 

P = - aL 
QD 1 Q 
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'O 
^0, 

X and T are relative length and time, C', O' and Nf are relative concentration of 

substrate, oxygen and biomass. The initial substrate concentration is used as reference 

substrate concentration in existing pulse case, whereas, the boundary input concentration is 

used as the reference in input pulse case. The nraximum dissolved oxygen conentration is 

used as reference concentration for oxygen, and the background biomass concentration is 

used for biomass. P stands for Peclet number and is a measure of dispersion of the system. 

The retardation factor of the system is represented by (1+R,NC* '̂'̂ ), which is dependent 

on substrate concentration in the solution. JCj and iCj represent relative half-saturation 

constants for substrate and oxygen, and e^, are the effective substrate utilization rate 

coefBcient, effective oxygen consumption rate coefficient, and effective biomass growth rate 

coefficient, respectively. 

5.4 Illustrative Simulations 

All the simulations in this section are based on the parameters listed in Table 5.1. 

All of the dimensionless parameters are calculated based on parameters in the table, and the 

dimensionless forms will be used in the discussion and graphs, i.e., length, time and 

concentration would be relative values in the following description. The simulation length 

in space and time are both 100. The space interval is 0.05 and the time interval is 0.02, 

which satisfies the stability condition for the upwind scheme. In this study, two systems 
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with different boundary and initial conditions are discussed and compared, they are a system 

with an existing plume and a system with an input pulse. 

1. Existing Plume Condition: 

The existing plimie case has the initial plume occupying 10 relative length units. 

Inside the plume, the initial relative concentration of substrate is 1, oxygen concentration is 

0, and relative biomass concentration is 1. Outside the plume, the initial relative substrate 

concentration is 0, oxygen is 1 and biomass is 1. At the boundary, water free of substrate 

flows into the system carrying oxygen with relative concentration 1. 

when X>10 

0*(^,0) = 1.0 = 1.0 

c*(^,0) = 0.0 5*(;ir,o) = o.o 

when X < 10 

o*(^ ,o)=o.o  Af*( ; i r ,o)  = 1 .0  

C ' i X , 0 )  = 1.0 5*(X,0) = 1.0 

I) substrate flux 

Solute flu, = C- - = 0 
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= OO 

ii) prescribed nutrient flux boundary 

O' - 1(121) = 1 
p dx 

2. Input Pulse Case 

The input pulse case has a pulse interval of 30, which generates a pulse equivalent 

to that used for the existing plume case. The initial relative oxygen and biomass 

concentrations are 1 in the simulation domain. The boundary input is substrate only (with 

relative concentration 1) during pulse interval, because the concentrated substrate has used 

up oxygen in its occupied domain. The boimdary input is oxygen only (with concentration 

of 1) after the solute pulse interval. 

c \ x , o )  = 0.0 .y*(;ir,o) = o.o 

0 ' ( X , 0 )  = 1.0 M ' i X , 0 )  = 1.0 

1) prescribed substrate flux boundary: 

Solute flux = C- - ' c; 

where: Q* = 1 for 0 <T ^30 
C„' = 0 for Ti 30 
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(^);r=ioo = 0-0 

ii) prescribed nutrient flux boundary 

O' - — )  =  O' 

where: O' = 1 for 0 <T ^30 
0' = 0 for 30 

(—)Ar-ioo = 0-0 V JX-\00 

Our study will focus on the spatial moments for solute transport with linear or 

nonlinear sorption and linear or nonlinear biodegradation. Breakthrough curves and spatial 

distribution curves are used to help understand the impact of biodegradation on substrate 

transport. All the substrate spatial moments are normalized by the total substrate in the 

solution, and skewness is represented by the skewness coefficient. 

fxcdx 
1st moment = fi = J- (5.54) 

I cdx 

f  ( x -  u f c d x  
Variance = a' = ^ (5.55) 

/ cdx 
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f (x-u)^cdx 
3rd moments = C =  ̂ (5.66) 

1 cdx 

Coefficient of Skewness = (5.67) 

TABLE 5.1 

Simulation Parameters 

porosity (0) 0.3 
pore velocity (u) 0.1 m/day 
sorption coefficient (Kf) 0.3 
maximum specific growth rate (n) 0.0958/day 
yield coefficient of biomass (Y) 0.8 
biomass decay coefficient (b) 0.0025/day 
initial or boimdary substrate concentration (Co, 1 mg/1 
oxygen concentration (Oq) 8 mg/1 
biomass concentration (MQ) 1.25 mg/1 
bulk density (p) 1.5 g/cm^ 
dispersion coefficient (D) 0.000625 m 
reference length (L) 0.3 m 
fraction of instantaneous sorption (F) 1 
substrate half saturation constant (K^) 1 mg/1 
oxygen half saturation constant CK„) 1 mg/1 

5.5 Results and Discussion 

5.5.1 The Effect of Biodeeradation on Substrate Transport with Linear. Instantaneous 
Sorption 

Spatial Distributions and Moments 

The existing plume case represents systems with resident contamination, such as 

those found at hazardous waste sites. The effect of linear, instantaneous sorption (without 
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biodegradation) on solute transport has been very well studied and will serve as the base case 

for comparison (LSNBD). The spatial distributions of the LSLBD plume preserve their 

original shape, which is a sharp pulse with uniform peak concentration (i.e. plateau). The 

magnitude of the concentration plateau decreases with time due to continual degradation 

(Figure 5.1). However, the rate of reduction decreases with time as the concentration 

(driving force) decreases. The linear biodegradation (LBD) has no effect on the first 

moment (effective pore velocity), variance or skewness (Figures 5.2 through 5.4). This is 

because each substrate particle in the existing plume undergoes the same amount of 

biodegradation, since they all have the same residence time. Linear biodegradation has no 

impact on the spreading of the firont and the tail of the plume (Figure 5.1). 

Nonlinear biodegradation without oxygen limitation (LSBD) simulation has an 

impact on the spatial moments compared to the base case. The nonlinear biodegradation 

(Monod biodegradation) process involves the growth of biomass wherein the degraded 

substrate is utilized to generate more biomass, which , in turn, degrades more substrate. 

Biomass growth is greater at the upgradient side, therefore, there is more degradation 

upgradient than downgradient This nonuniform biological activities results in nonuniform 

spatial distributions of the solute (Figure 5.5). The different rates of biodegradation causes 

the center of mass of the plume to shift downstream, which explains why LSBD exhibits a 

larger first moment (Figure 5.2). It is important to note that although the first moment is 

greater, the solute particles are still traveling at the same velocity as that of LSNBD and 

LSBD cases. The higher rate of biodegradation upgradient also reduces the spreading of the 



FIGURE 5.1 

Relative Substrate Concentration Spatial Distributions Change with Time 
in the Linear Instantaneous Sorption, Linear Biodegradation Transport system 

(LSLBD, Existing Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.2 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation on tlie First Moment 
of Substrate Transport with Linear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Existing Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.3 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation 
on the Spatial Variance of Substrate Transport with Linear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Existing Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.4 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation 
on the Spatial Skewness of Substrate Transport with Linear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Existing Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.5 

Relative Substrate Concentration Spatial Distributions Change with Time 
in the Linear Instantaneous Sorption, Nonlinear Biodegradation Transport System 

(LSBD, Existing Plume Case) 
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plume which is implied in the decrease of variance (Figure 5.3). LSBD shows negative 

skewness as a result of the nonuniform concentrations, which are due to preferential 

degradation (Figure 5.4). 

Breakthrough Curves 

Breakthrough curves for the LSLBD and LSBD simulations show a sharp increase 

of substrate concentration at the beginning, followed by a decrease with time. On the other 

hand, the BTC for the LSNBD simulation plateaus at C/Co = 1, with sharp arrival and elution 

waves (Figure 5.6). The decrease of concentration shown in the BTC for LSLBD 

simulation is a result of different residence times for various parts of the plume as it arrives 

at an observation point. The downgradient edge has a shorter residence time than the 

upgradient edge and therefore experiences less biodegradation. The influence of the 

residence time variation decreases as the monitoring point is located farther from the initial 

plume location. The shape of BTC for LSBD simulation is due not only to the variation of 

residence times but also to nonuniform biomass concentrations, which causes different 

degrees of biodegradation. LSLBD shows lower concentrations than LSBD at early times, 

which implies a higher degree of biodegradation. However, with increasing time, LSBD 

shows lower concentrations indicating higher biodegradation due to the growth of biomass. 



FIGURE 5.6 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation on the Relative Substrate 
Concentration Breakthrough Curves of Solute Transport with Linear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Existing Piume Case) 
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Existing plume vs. Input Pulse 

As mentioned above, the existing plume represents resident contamination. 

Conversely, the input-pulse case represents the injection of a finite pulse of solute, such as 

associated with a tracer experiment. The different initial and boundary conditions result in 

quite different phenomena. The LSLBD system is used as an example here to illustrate the 

difference. 

It is shown in Figure 5.6 that the BTC for the LSLBD simulation for an existing 

plume reaches a peak then decreases with time (descending pulse) due to different residence 

times . However, the BTC for the LSLBD simulation with input pulse condition exhibits a 

uniform plateau, because the residence time for each particle is the same the observation 

point (for small dispersion), which results in the same degree of biodegradation (Figure 5.7). 

The spatial distribution curve (SDC) for the LSLBD simulation with the input-pulse 

condition shows higher concentration upgradient (descending pulse) as a result of different 

residence times for substrate particles m the system (Figure 5.8). The down-gradient 

particles have longer residence time and undergo more degradation than the upgradient 

particles. On the contrary, the SDC for the LSLBD simulation for the existing-plume case 

has a uniform plateau concentration because all particles have the same residence time 

(figure 5.1). It is very interesting to note that the BTC for the input-pulse case has a shape 

similar to the SDC for the existing plume case, whereas the BTC for the existing plume case 

is similar to ±e SDC for the input-pulse case. 



FIGURE 5.7 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation on the Relative Substrate 
Concentration Breakthrough Curves in Solute Transport with Linear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Input Pulse Case) 
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FIGURE 5.8 

Relative Substrate Concentration Spatial Distributions Change with Time 
in the Linear Instantaneous Sorption, Nonlinear Biodegradation Transport System 

(LSLBDP, Input Pulse Case) 
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It has been shown above that linear biodegradation has no impact on the spatial 

moments for the existing-plume case (Figures 5.2-5.4). However, for the input-pulse case, 

the LSLBD simulation shows lower first moment and positive skewness because the center 

of mass is shifted upstream (Figures 5.9 and 5.11). Reduced spreading resulting from 

differential degrees of degradation is shown in Figure 5.10. 

BTCs for nonlinear biodegradation for input-pulse and existing-plume cases have 

similar shapes (different magnitude) with higher concentration at early time and lower 

concentration at later times (descending pulse) (Figures 5.6 and 5.7). However, the SDC for 

the LSBDP simulation with input pulse has a different shape from that of the existing plume 

condition at early time due to the different boimdary condition (Figure 5.12). At early time, 

the input pulse SDC shows higher concentration upgradient due to the continuous substrate 

supply at the boundary during the pulse interval, and the difference in residence times across 

the pulse. After the pulse interval, the supply of substrate stops, and the higher degradation 

rate upgradient starts to reduce the local substrate concentration. Therefore, the SDC for the 

input-pulse case changes from a descending pulse to an ascending pulse, which is similar 

to that of the existing-plume case. This phenomenon can be observed by examining the 

spatial skewness for the input-pulse case, which changes from positive at early time to 

negative at later time (Figure 5.11), whereas, the skewness for the existing-plume case is 

always negative (Figure 5.4). 



FIGURE 5.9 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation 
on the Spatial First Moment of Substrate Transport with Linear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Input Pulse Case) 
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FIGURE 5.10 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation 
on the Spatial Variance of Substrate Transport with Linear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Input Pulse Case) 
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FIGURE 5.11 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation 
on the Skewness of Substrate Transport with Linear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Input Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.12 

Relative Substrate Concentration Spatial Distributions Change with Time 
in Substrate Transport with Nonlinear Biodegradation and Linear Instantaneous Sorption 

( LSBDP, Input Pulse Case) 
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5.5.2 The Effect of BiodegraHatinn nn Substrate Transport with Nonlinear. Instantaneous 
Sorption 

It is well known that the effect of nonlinear sorption (NLS) on transport is to create 

a sharp front and to increase tailing (when the isotherm is concave downward). In this 

section, nonlinear sorption without biodegradation (NLSNBD) is used for comparison, and 

only the existing plume case is going to be discussed. 

Both LBD and NLBD have impact on the spatial moments when sorption is 

nonlinear. For most organic solutes, the Freundlich sorption exponent (N) is less than 1 and 

it is chosen to be 0.5 in this study. In this case, the lower the solute concentration in 

solution, the higher the sorption and attendant retardation. Biodegradation would enhance 

nonlinear sorption by reducing the solute concentration. The enhanced nonlinear sorption 

can (NLSBD) be observed by the slower advance of the plume front (i.e. larger retardation) 

than NLSNBD (Figures 5.13 and 5.14). The smaller first moment is consistent with the 

increase of sorption for the nonlinear sorption case (Figure 5.15). Biodegradation has not 

much impact on the tail of the plume, but it reduces the peak concentration of the front of 

the plume, which results in less negative skewness and less variance. (Figures 5.15 through 

5.17). NLSBD shows greater spreading and skewness than NLSLBD because of preferential 

biomass growth, and concomitantly, more degradation upgradient. It is important to notice 

that the effects of biodegradation on transport with linear sorption and transport with 

nonlinear sorption are very different and they are compared in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. 



FIGURE 5.13 

Relative Substrate Concentration Spatial Distributions Ctiange with Time 
in Substrate Transport with Nonlinear Instantaneous Sorption Only 

(NLSNBD, Existing Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.14 

Relative Substrate Concentration Spatial Distributions Change with Time 
in the Nonlinear Instantaneous Sorption, Nonlinear Biodegradation Transport System 

(NLSBD, Existing Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.15 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation 
the Spatial First Moment of Substrate Transport with Nonlinear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Existing Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.16 

TlieEeffect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation 
on the Spatial Variance of Substrate Transport with Nonlinear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Existing Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.17 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation and Nonlinear Biodegradation 
on the Skewness of Substrate Transport with Nonlinear Instantaneous Sorption 

(Existing Plume Case) 
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TABLE 5.2 

The Effect of Nonlinear Biodegradation on Spatial Moments 

Transport with LS Transport with NLS 

1st moment: increase decrease 

Variance: decrease decrease 

Skewness: increase decrease 

TABLE 53 

The Effect of Linear Biodegradation on Spatial Moments 

Transport with LS Transport with NLS 

1st moment: no impact decrease 

Variance: no impact decrease 

Skewness: no impact decrease 

5.5.3 The Effect of Oxygen Limitation on Nonlinear Biodegradation 

The presence of dissolved oxygen is a necessary condition for aerobic 

biodegradation, therefore, oxygen concentration and its half-saturation constant are 

important controlling factors for biodegradation. Under conditions when dissolved oxygen 

is abundant or biodegradation requires very little or no oxygen, the biodegradation will not 

be constrained by oxygen concentration. Transport with linear, instantaneous sorption 

system is examined to show how oxygen affects nonlinear biodegradation. 

Biodegradation with oxygen limitation in substrate transport (LSBD-OC) shows 

lower biodegradation than that without oxygen limitation (LSBD) due to the limited amount 
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of oxygen (Figures 5.5 and 5.18), as expected. For the existing-plume system, there is no 

oxygen inside the plume for its highly concentrated substrate, and biomass in the system is 

at background concentration. The oxygen exists only upgradient and downgradient of the 

plume, where the water is free of substrate. The advective velocity of oxygen is the same 

as the pore-scale water velocity. However, the contaminant plume has a velocity of V/R. 

At very early time, oxygen is in contact with the plume at both edges of the contaminant 

plume, which causes a small amount of degradation (Figure 5.19). With time, the down 

gradient oxygen moves away from the plume due to its higher velocity and therefore, the 

biodegradation stops. Conversely, the upgradient oxygen has more and more mixing with 

the plume and biodegradation occurs in a larger and larger portion of the plume 

(Figure 5.19). Both biomass concentration and oxygen concentration contribute to the 

preferential degradation of the upgradient portion of the plume for the LSBD-OC case 

(Figure 5.18), whereas only biomass concentration controls the preferential biodegradation 

for the LSBD case (Figure 5.5). This explains the greater skewness for the LSBD-OC case. 

The oxygen constraint effect on the spatial moments of transport are summarized in 

the Table 5.4 by comparing linear sorption and nonlinear biodegradation with and without 

oxygen lunitation, and nonlinear sorption and nonlinear biodegradation with and without 

oxygen limitation. For the linear sorption system, the oxygen concentration only affects 

skewness, not the effective velocity and spreading of the plume. Conversely, in the 

nonlinear sorption and transport system with biodegradation limited by oxygen concentration 

(NLSBD-OC), the degree of biodegradation is lower than the system without oxygen 



FIGURE 5.18 

Relative Substrate Concentration Spatial Distribution Changes with Time in the Nonlinear 
Instantaneous Sorption, Nonlinear Biodegradation with Oxygen Limitation Transport System 

' ( LSBD-OC, Existing Plume Case) 
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constraint (NLSBD). However, NLSBD-OC case shows stronger preferential degradation 

than does the NLSBD case. The lower degree of biodegradation results in more substrate 

in the solution which reduces the retardation factor due to the nonlinear sorption. Therefore, 

oxygen limitation increases the mean velocity of the plume and its spreading. The greater 

skewness of NLSBD-OC is attributed to the greater preferential degradation: the upgradient 

part of the plume undergoes greater biodegradation, because of the nonuniform biomass 

distribution and oxygen availability. (Figures 5.20 through 5.22). 

TABLE 5.4 

The Effect of Oxygen Limitation on Nonlinear Biodegradation 

Oxygen effect on LSBD Oxygen effect on NLSBD 

1st moment: no effect increase 

Variance: no effect increase 

Skewness: increase increase 



FIGURE 5.20 

The Effect of Oxygen Limitation on the Spatial First Moment of Substrate Transport 
with Linear or Nonlinear Instantaneous Sorption and Nonlinear Biodegradation 

(Existing Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.21 

The Effect of Oxygen Limitation on the Spatial Variance of Substrate Transport 
with Linear or Nonlinear Instantaneous Sorption and Nonlinear Biodegradation 

(Existing Plume Case) 
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FIGURE 5.22 

wi.h Lin..r or NonUaear Sorption and Nonlfaear Kodegrad.̂  
(Existing Plume Case) 
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S.6 Summary and Conclusion 

In this chapter, we studied numerically the impact of biodegradation on substrate 

transport with linear or nonlinear equilibrium sorption under two different initial/boundary 

conditions: input pulse and existing plimie conditions. Under these two initial/boundary 

conditions, the conventional transport model with linear instantaneous sorption predicts 

identical breakthrough curves and spatial distribution curves (after pulse interval) when 

dispersion is small. However, we found that the breakthrough curves have different shapes 

when linear biodegradation is added to the system. The spatial distribution curves are 

different in the early time (after pulse interval), but have similar shapes (but different 

magnitudes) at later times. This is important for numerical modeling of transport and 

biodegradation, since different ways of treating a pulse situation will produce the same 

results for a system without biodegradation, but different behavior for a system with 

biodegradation. One of the common assumptions is that a plume has the highest 

concentrations in the center, and lower concentrations away from the center. However, the 

concentration spatial distribution curves of one study case shows that the center of the 

plume has lower concentrations than up and downgradient parts of the plume due to 

biodegradation. 

Detailed spatial moments studies show how biodegradation affects the mean position 

of the center of mass, the spreading, and the shape of the contaminant plume. The 
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breakthrough curves and spatial distribution curves are used to help understand the behavior 

of spatial moments. Computational results for the existing plume case show^: 1) linear 

biodegradation has no impact on the spatial moments of transport with linear equilibrium 

sorption, but it reduces the first moment, variance, and skewness of transport when coupled 

with nonlinear equilibrium sorption; 2) Nonlinear biodegradation increases the first moment 

and skewness of transport with linear instantaneous sorption by shifting the center of mass 

downgradient, which is caused by upgradient preferential degradation due to more available 

bioraass. On the other hand, in the system of transport coupled with nonlinear instantaneous 

sorption, nonlinear biodegradation reduced the first moment due to the enhanced nonlinear 

sorption caused by the decrease of substrate concentration. Consequently, the mean velocity 

is reduced. The reduced variance and skewness of plume is caused by the combining effects 

of nonlinear sorption and nonlinear biodegradation. Therefore, biodegradation will not 

affect the mean velocity of the plume if the sorption is linear, yet will decrease the mean 

velocity of the plume if sorption is nonlinear. 

The effect of oxygen limitation on nonlinear biodegradation has also been studied. 

The oxygen constraint has no impact on the first moment and variance of transport with 

linear, instantaneous sorption, whereas it increases its skewness due to the lesser degree of 

biodegradation. However, the oxygen constraint increases the first moment, variance and 

skewness of the plume in the transport with nonlinear sorption. Because the system with 
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oxygen constraint has less biodegradation than the one without, and has relatively higher 

substrate concentrations in solution. This reduces the nonlinear sorption effect, which, in 

turn, results in smaller retardation factors and therefore increases plume mean velocity. 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The research results of this dissertation are summarized as followed: 

1) We introduce three new characteristic controlling factors: effective maximum 

specific growth rate(€„J, relative substrate-ultilization coefficient (x) and 

relative half-saturation constant (ic*)- We found that it is these characteristic 
C 

factors, and not the individual factors, that control the degree of 

biodegradation. 

2) We construct type-curve diagrams based on these controlling factors to show 

their influence on transport and nonlinear biodegradation. For all 

combinations of k' and values below the type curve determined by x, the 

magnitude of biodegradation is relatively small, and steady state 

breakthrough curves are expected (incomplete biodegradation). Conversely, 

if the plots of jc* and values are above the type curve, then nonsteady 
C 

breakthrough curves are predicted (complete degradation). The predictions 

obtained from the type curve diagram are validated by several sets of 

experimental data for various organic compounds under different 

experimental conditions. This curve can be used as a tool for experimentalists 

to design and interpret their results. 
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3) The type-curve diagrams also show quantitatively when first-order 

biodegradation can be used to approximate nonlinear biodegradation. The 

method to differentiate linear and nonlinear biodegradation is also shown in 

this research, and can be used to determine the mechanism of biodegradation. 

4) Sensitivity analysis shown in Table 3.1 demonstrates quantitatively the 

ranges of parameters for complete and incomplete substrate biodegradation. 

This is practically important because it provides the necessary conditions for 

applying bioremediation to contaminant clean-up . 

5) Unlike other individual controlling factors, the change of substrate 

concentration causes the change of two characteristic controlling factors 

instead of one. Anlytical solutions are developed to show explicitly the 

effect of substrate concentration on substrate transport coupled with 

nonlinear biodegradation. Based on the solutions, substrate concentration 

could be positively or negatively correlated to the magnitude of substrate 

degradation depending on the time scale of the process. 

6) Both analytical and numerical results show that higher substrate 

concentrations may be completely degraded faster than lower concentrations 

due to greater biomass growth under certain conditions. Therefore, the 
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common assumption that it takes less time to clean up lower concentrations 

can be incorrect. 

7) A coupled-process 1-D model with two-region.transport, two-domain 

nonlinear sorption, and nonlinear biodegradation is developed for the process 

level of understanding a system in which complicated sorption and 

biodegradation processes are both involved. A numerical code is developed 

for this complex system and it can be used for various systems. 

8) Substrate transport coupled with biodegradation is more sensitive to 

initial/boundary conditions than transport without biodegradation. 

9) We conducted a detailed spatial moments study to investigate the impact of 

biodegradation on the first moment (mean position of the center of mass), the 

variance (spreading) and skewness (shape) of the contaminant plume for 

transport coupled with linear or nonlinear sorption. Computational results 

for the existing plume case show: 

(1) linear biodegradation has no impact on the spatial moments of 

transport with linear equilibrium sorption. 

(2) linear biodegradation reduces the first moment, variance and 

skewness of transport coupled with nonlinear equilibrium sorption. 
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(3) Nonlinear biodegradation increases the first moment and skewness, 

but decreases the spreading of transport coupled with linear 

equilibrium sorption. 

(4) Nonlinear biodegradation decreases the first moment, variance and 

skewness of transport coupled with nonlinear equilibrium sorption. 

(5) Oxygen limitation has no impact on the first moment and variance of 

transport coupled with linear equilibrium sorption, whereas it 

increases its skewness. 

(6) The oxygen constraint increases the first moment, variance and 

skewness of the plume in the transport coupled with nonlinear 

equilibrium sorption. 

The process level of understanding of the impact of each process: 

(1) Nonlinear sorption is enhanced by biodegradation due to reduced 

substrate concentration in the solution, and this decreases mean 

velocity of the plume. 

(2) Nonlinear biodegradation causes prepferential non-uniform substrate 

degradation upgradient of the plume for more available biomass. 

(3) Oxygen constraint decreases the degree of biodegradation and 

increases the degree of preferential substrate degradation. 

(4) Sorption (linear or nonlinear) process is necessary condition for 

existing plume bioremediation, when biomass growth is limited by 
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oxygen concentration. The retarded substrate velocity ensures the 

mixing of substrate and oxygen. 
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APPENDIX I 

1. NOTATIONS FOR THEORETICAL MODEL 

b first order cell mass decay coefiBcient [1/T] 

C, substrate concentration in advective domain [M/L^] 

Cn substrate concentration in non-advective domain [M/L^] 

Dg substrate hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient [L^/T] 

f fraction for sorbent in advective domain 

Fj fraction of sorbent in advective domain for which sorption is instantaneous. 

Fj fraction of sorbent in non-advective domain for which sorption is instantaneous. 

kj2 first order reverse sorption rate coefficient in advective domain [1/T] 

first order reverse sorption rate coefficient in non-advective domain [1/T] 

Ka equilibrium sorption constant in advective domain [L^^/M] (Freundlich sorption 
coefficient) 

K„ equilibrium sorption constant in non-advective domain [L^^/M] (Freundlich sorption 
coefficient) 

Oj oxygen concentration in advective domain [M/L^] 

0„ oxygen concentration in non-advective domain [M/L^] 

q Darcy flux [L/T] 

Sj, concentration of instantaneously sorbed substrate in advective domain [M/M] 

S„| concentration of instantaneously sorbed substrate in non-advective domain [M/M] 

Sg2 concentration of rate-limited sorbed substrate in advective domain [M/M] 
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concentration of rate-limited sorbed substrate in non-advective domain [M/M] 

X, cell mass concentration in advective domain [M/L^] 

X„ cell mass concentration in non-advective domain [M/L^] 

Y yield coefBcient for microorganism [M/M] 
(mass of substrate/cell mass) 

0g fractional volimietric water content in advective domain 

0„ fractional voltmietric water content in non-advective domain 

p bulk density of entire porous medium [M/L^] 

first order mass transfer constant of substrate [1/T] 

maximum specific growth rate of microorganism [1/T] 
(mass of substrate/[cell mass * time]) 

Yo stoichiometric coefiBcient equal to the mass of "oxygen" utilized by the bacteria per 
unit mass of "substrate" degraded. 
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2. NOTATIONS FOR SIMPLIFIED ADVECTIVE DOMAIN MODEL 

Most notations are exact the same as they are in Appendix n, whereas, subscript 'a' 

is omitted for all the notations related to advective domain. 

b first order cell mass decay coefBcient [l/T] 

C substrate concentration [M/L^] 

C relative substrate concentration 

Co substrate boundary input concentration [M/L^] 

Dc substrate hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient [L^/T] 

D„ electron acceptor hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient [L^/T] 

F firaction of sorbent for which sorption is instantaneous 

^2 first order reverse sorption rate coefficient [1/T] 

K, equilibrium sorption constant [L/M] 

Kc half-saturation constant for substrate 

Kc* relative half-saturation constant for substrate 

Ko half-saturation constant for electron acceptor 

Ko* relative half-saturation constant for electron acceptor 

L characteristic length [L] 

M cell mass concentration [M/L^] 

0 electron-acceptor concentration [M/L^] 

0* relative electron-acceptor concentration 

P peclet number 

q Darcyfiux [L/T] 

R retardation factor 

t realtime 

T pore volume 

X real space distance 
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X relative distance 

Y yield coefficient for microorganism [M/M] 
(mass of substrate/cell mass) 

Cg effective substrate degradation rate coefficient 

effective electron acceptor consumption rate coefficient 

effective biomass growth rate coefficient 

p bulk density of entire porous medium [M/L^] 

maximum specific growth rate of microorganism [1/T] 
(mass of substrate/[cell mass * time]) 

Yo stoichiometric coefficient equal to the mass of "oxygen" utilized by the bacteria per 
unit mass of "substrate" degraded. 

0 Sectional volumetric water content 

0)5 effective biomass decay rate 
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APPENDIX n 

NUMERICAL METHODS DESCRIPTION 

1. Numerical Methods 

Initially, Second order Rimge - Kutta was used to solve ODEs and a semi-implicit 

Newton's iterative scheme is used to solve PDEs in the system (first code). Crank-Nicolson 

time and space centered scheme is used to discretize PDE to FDE. For simplicity and 

computation efiBciency, terms with time and spatial derivatives including nonlinear 

instantaneous sorption term are solved implicitiy and other terms are treated explicitly. All 

the unknowns are solved sequentially instead of simultaneously based on solutions at the 

previous time step. Therefore, all the coupling terms are handled explicitiy. These methods 

worked very well when the Peclet number is not extremely large. However, the space 

interval is restricted by the cell Peclet number stability criteria (< 2) for Crank-

Nicolson scheme. Thus, for a given velocity, small dispersion requires a very small spatial 

interval and increases computation effort tremendously. Even though Crank-Nicolson time 

and space centered scheme is second order in space and time, it is not stable for large Peclet 

number situations. 

In order to solve problems with high Peclet numbers and increase the computation 

efficiency, the 2nd-order upwind method (Colella, 1990) is used to solve the PDEs. This 

scheme can handle very small dispersion with no constraint of cell Peclet nvimber compared 

to the previous scheme. As long as < i, the scheme would be stable, therefore, a 
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relatively larger spatial interval can be used. A simple transport equation is used to illustrate 

how this scheme is implemented: 

^ + a — = — 
dt dx dx^ 

(n.i) 

aC. 1 - aC. 1 

dx ' Ax 
(n.2) 

1 = <  

j + —  

2 

C I y if at 0 
i + —  

2 

,if a<0 
/ + —  

2 

/ n  L  / t  ,  1 A  

(n.3) 

(n.4) 

ryR r< 1a 

nL _ n 1a 

(n.7) 

where 
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(A£] =. 
— «;gn(AC)inin(2|AC,|,2|ACJ,AC) If^C,LC„ > 0 
Ax (n.8) 
0, :S 0 

AC = - C,.,) (n.9) 

= |(C, - C,-,) (n.io) 

= |(C,,, - C,) (n.ii) 

The accuracy of second order in space is obtained by center diflFerence (11.2), 

however, each term in the RHS is evaluated based on the sign of flow velocity. If the 

velocity is larger than zero, C ^ i and i are used in equation n.2; if velocity is less 
1 " "2 

R R than zero, then C i and C i are used. The — in equation II.4 to II.7 is computed 
i • 2 i - 2 Ax 

by using equation n.8, which is called Van Leer limiter, its value depends on the product of 

A C^and A C^. If the product larger than zero, C is monotone increasing or monotone 

decreasing. Therefore, the first part of n.8 is used, and the upwind scheme is second order 

in space. On the other hand, if the product is less than zero, there is oscillation at the sharp 

gradient. In this case, first order upwind is better to handle sharp jump problems for its 
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AC 
numerical diffusion, thus, — is set to zero, the whole scheme is reduced from second 

Ax 

order to first order. Overall, this upwind method is second order in space except near the 

sharp gradient. 

The time marching is handled by using Adams-Bashforth three-step method, which 

in case of a simple ODE co^ = f (oo) reads: 

S = «0' ^1=^1' ^2 = «2 (n.i2) 

^ 5/(«,-2)] (n.i3) 

In this way, both PDE and ODE are solved with accuracy second order in time. 

Computation time is greatly reduced in the second code, because PDEs and DDEs 

are solved and coupled explicitly. Two codes are compared and they produce identical 

results for relative low Peclet numbers, whereas, the second code can deal with any Peclet 

number, and requires less computation time for the same accuracy. 

2. Basic Application 

The code is written for the theoretical model presented above with 10 equations and 

10 unknowns, however, one can choose any combination of the equations for one's study 
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interest Chapter 3,4, and 5 will show examples of the study of simplified system of the 

theoretical model. It is our intention to present a complex and complete model and user 

fiiendly computation code, even though the research itself does not cover all the possible 

cases. The code has two versions: one for input pulse, and the other one for existing plume. 

3. Initial and Boundaiy Conditions 

The numerical computation code is developed based on the following initial and 

boundaiy conditions for different problems examined in the research. The input pulse 

conditions (constant input can be viewed as infinite pulse interval) are used in chapter 3 and 

4, whereas, both input pulse and existing plume conditions are used in chapter 5. They are 

all generalized conditions and will be specified in each chapter in details. 

A. Input Pulse Case 

C ' i X , Q )  = 0.0 C'{X,Qi) = 0.0 

S'JX^Qi) = 0.0 S'(X,Q) = 0.0 

il/;(Z,0) = 1.0 = 1.0 

0;(^,0) = 1.0 0;(X,0) = 1.0 

a) prescribed substrate flux boundary: 
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Solmeflux = c; - = c; 

where: Q* = 1 for 0 <T ^Tg 

C ;  =  0  f o r T ^ T ,  

3c; 
(—)„ . = 0.0 

dX 

b) prescribed nutrient flux boundary 

O- - l(££i) = o-

where: O j  =  1  f o r 0 < T ^ T g  

0;  = 0  f o r T ^ T g  

dOa 
(—-)x.i = 0.0 

dx 

B. Existing Plume Condition: 

The existing plume is assumed with length of x^, if X>Xo, then the water is free of 

substrate. X=0 is the boundary where water free of substrate comes in. 

when X>Xo 

0;(X,0) = 1.0 0;(X,0) = 1.0 

c;(x,o) = 0.0 c;(̂ ,o) = o.o 



m;(^,O) = 1.0 m;(^,O) = 1.0 

when X < Xo 

S;(X,0) = 0.0 

OXX,0) = 0.0 

c;(x,o) = 1.0 

S^iX,0) = 0.0 

o;;(x,Q) = 0.0 

c:(x,0) = 1.0 

a) substrate flux 

M ' ^ { X , 0 )  = 1.0 M;(Ar,0) = 1.0 

s:(x,0) = 1.0 5;cAr,0) = 1.0 

Solute flux = C; - = 0 

- 0.0 

6^ prescribed nutrient flux boundary 

0 '  -  - ( ^ ^ )  =  0 '  



where: O^' = 1 for0<T 

0 ;  =  0  f o r T ^ T ,  

dOa 
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Analytical solution for the biodegradation system (in.l) and (in.2): 

dC . .. K ^ C* 

k: + C 
— ~t u M* ( ) nm 1 ̂ 

dT YC V . 

IF ° 

The relationship between substrate degradation rate and biomass growth rate is obtained by 

substituting (in.2) into (in.l): 

dC ̂  _ K dW 

dT ~ ~ YC dT O 

Equation (in.3) can be rewritten as : 

K a(C* + — ^ M ' )  

YC, - 0 
dT 

Then we have 

K C + = constant = D (ni,5) 



By using initial conditions M* = 1 and C* = 1, D is determined as 
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Z) = 1 + 
M, O 

(ni.6) 

The relationship between C* and M* is obtained by substituting (in.6) into (in.5); 

" = 1 - ^ - C- (ni.7) rc o o 

Substituting (HI.7) into (in.l) and using integration by parts provides: 

" + C* 

/  ' ' C  • = / - ( , « „  r f r  ( n i . 8 )  
K 

(1 + —^ - c) c 

Decomposing the integrand of the LHS of (III.8) into two parts provides: 

K 
A( 1 + —2_ - C* ) + bc-

_a_ ̂  b ^ 

C AT 
1 + -2- - C* C* ( 1 + -2- - C* ) 

rc FC O 0 

(ni.9) 

Because the RHS of (III.9) is equal to the integrand of the LHS of (III.8), A and B can be 

computed: 

_ £ . = ^ ( 1 + _ L )  A  =  O i l  1 0 )  
c yc yc + m„ 

O 0 0 0 
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\ = B - A 
KY 

YC, * Af O O 

Substituting (in.9), (III.IO), and (III.11) into (in.8) and performing the integration, we have: 

K A ]nC* - 51n( 1 + —2L - c*) = - f « T + G 
YC " 

(in.i2) 

By using initial concentration of C* = 1, (HI. 12) is solved as 

A 
* \ B  

io 

K 
1 + -2- - C 

f \ 

IS 
(ra.i3) 

Let P = tj^u^T, equation (111.13) becomes: 

- YC - -
" \B  ^  f  B  YC. 

( C ' ) ^ + ( —°-)e ^ C * - ( l + — ^-)e ^ = 0  
M, M. 

(in.i4) 

Equation (HI. 14) can be solved in the following two cases. 

I. Early time solution (P«l) 

Power series expansion is used to perform perturbation 

a very small negative nimiber ^ . 

in equation (in. 14) using 
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f2 p 
e ^ = l+ 5 + i- + ... .  ,  5  =  - i : « i  , ^ < 0  (ra.l5) 

2 B 

c* = 1 + + CL̂  +.. . .  ,  5 =  - £ « i  ,5<o (m.i6) 
H 

Substituting the perturbation expansion (III.15) and (in.16) into equation (III.14), we have: 

- YC 
( 1 + Oj? + £*2^ )^ + (—^)( 1 + 5 + -^) ( 1 + OjS + 

2 
YC £2 (ni.i7) 

- (1 ^ ^)( 1 + 5 + •^) = 0 
K 2 

Collecting terms of same order obtains: 

Y C ,  

0 o 

A YC 1 
O i l )  -  - a ,  § - ^ + a ,  5  — ^ = 0  -  a ,  =  

B ^ '  A YC^ (III.19) 

B * M. O 

The first order perturbation solution is: 

C *  =  1  +  a j  §  = 1  + 
A ^ (ni.20) 
B il/ 0 
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By substituting A, B and ^ into equation (in.20) we obtain the early time solution for C': 

O T m C* = 1 yifhen t uT « 1 fin 21^ 

II. Late time solution ( P »1) 

If t^u^T = P » 1 , then e ® ^ «1 , ^ > 0 

Substituting ^ into equation (111.14), we have: 

- YC YC 
( c - ) »  - ( 1 = 0  ( m j 2 )  

o o  

A 

Let q = (  C * )  ®  

By using change of variable, (in.22) becomes: 

YC 4 YC 
^ - (1 + = 0 (m.23) 

K K 

Let g = 3o + Pi + ^2 see that is the solution of (in.23) 

when ^ = 0, then we have: 

q  =  P , f  +  P . f '  ( 1 0 2 4 )  
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Substituting (111.24) into (III.23) provides: 

YC — YC 
(P,r' + pjfo ^ - (1 * -TT)? = 0 (inJS) 

iVZ„ M. 

YC 5B YC 
(p,5^» » C^)5P,r'(l » - ••••) - (1 - jfn = 0 (ni.26) 

For n, = 1 (the lowest order), we have: 

YC YC 
0(K) -* Pi - (1 + -^) =0 Pi - (1 + (m.27) 

M_ 

YC YC ~ i 
?  =  P , 5  =  ( i ^ - r r ) 5  -  c  =  ( 1  + - r r )  S " *  ( n i . 2 8 )  

•^o o o  

The late time solution is obtained by substituting A3 and ? into (in.28) 

KY + FC + A/„ rc yc + 
InC* = ln(l + —-) -t.ujr when t.u^T y> 1 (11129^ 

KY M/ KY ' " c o e 



APPENDIX IV 

NUMERICAL CODE A 

c this is a program use Newton's Method and Crank-Nicolson to solve 
c PDE, and ODE is solved by 
c use second order (middle point) Runge-Kutta iterative method 
c this program use monod equation to calculate biodegradation rate 
c this is used in chapters and 4 
c This is the MAIN PROGRAM 

include "pm.h" 
double precision c al(maxnod),s2 al(maxnod),o al(maxnod)^ al(maxnod) 
double precision c nl(maxnod),s2 nl(maxnod),o nl(maxnod),m nl(maxnod) 
double precision s2 a2(maxnod),o a2(maxnod)^ a2(maxnod)^c(maxnod) 
double precision s2 n2(maxnod),o n2(maxnod),m n2(maxnod),rso(maxnod) 
double precision si a(maxnod),sl n(maxnod),s a(maxnod),s n(maxnod) 
double precision dca(maxnod),doa(maxnod),boa(maxnod),bca(maxnod) 
double precision coa(maxnod),cca(maxnod),aca(maxnod),aoa(maxnod) 
double precision c btc(maxt),o btc(maxt) 
double precision tmax,yca(maxnod),ycn(maxnod) 
double precision totc,totcold,totm,totmold,toto,totoold 
double precision fluxm,fluxc,fluxo,nnass,c 0,0 o^ o,ob,obb,cb 
character*30 infile,outfile 
character*20 icharacter 
include "asnmass.h" 

WRITE(*,*)' 
WRITE(»,*y 
WRTTEC*,*)' 
WRITE(*,*)' 
WRITE(*,*)' 
WRITE(*,*)' 
WRITE(*,*)' 
WRTTEC*,*)' 
WRITE(*,*y 
WRITE(*,*y' 
WRITE(*,*)' • 

c begin primary input 
10 continue 
c enter name of file containing control parameter 

write(*,*)' enter main input file name' 

A Coupled-Process Solute Transport Model' 
Using Newton's Method and Crank-Nicolson for PDE' 

Runge-Kutta Midpoint Method for ODE* 
and' 

Model Simulates with Nonlinear Kinetic Sorption' 
and' 

Nonlinear Biodegradation' 
copyright Lily H. Xie' 

1995' 



read(* ,'(a3 0)')infile 
c enter name of main output file 

write(*,*)' enter main output file name' 
read(*,'(a30)') outfile 

c compare file names and prevent overwrite 
if(infile.eq.outfile)then 
write(*,*)'input file name equals output file name, 

& please reenter both' 
go to 10 
endif 

c open main i/o files 
open(unit=l,file=infile,form-formatted',access='sequential', 

& status-imknown') 
open(imit=2,file=outfile,form-formatted',access-sequential', 

& status-unknown") 
open(3 ,file='ratio.dat') 

c open(4,file='mass.dat') 
open (5,file='param.dat') 
open (4, file='c-s.dat') 

c initialize variables 
c read in peclet number, porosity ratio,half saturation of c an s 

read(l,*) fhi,fa,fii,aka,akn,ak c,ak o 
read(l,*) u,y,r,b 

c read in domain info 
read(l,*) nodes,n,rm 

c read ending time for simulation 
read(l,*)tmax 
write(*,*)'simulation ends at ',tmax 

c read time when output is requested 
read(l,*)output time 
write(*,*)'read requested output times' 

cread delta t 
read(l,*)dt 
write(*,*)' delta t = ',dt 

c read pulse t, boundary input c, density 
read(l,*) tpulse,c 0,0 o,m o,c b,o b 

read(l ,*) rlv,v,porosity,density,disp 
read(l,*)f,alpha c,alpha o,aka2,akn2 

c input output time control 



c subroutine for output 

c read initial data 
c cb has to be 1, c o is the boundary input, use it to normalize c 

cb=l 
c ob can only be 1, and it is used to normalize o 

ob=l 
c obb is used to calculate mass balance 

obb=ob 
dx= 1 ./(real(nodes-1)) 
do 50 j=l,nodes 
c a(j)=c o/c b 
c n(j)=c o/c b 
s2 a(j)=0.0 
s2 n(j)=0.0 
0 aO')=o o/o b 
o n(j)=o o/o b 
m a(j)=l. 
m n(j)=1.0 

50 continue 
c introduce ratio of 1 and 1/v as rlv 
c calculate parameters from input 

ral =f*(density/porosity)*fa*aka*(c b* *(n-1)) 
ra2=f*(density/porosity)*(l-fa)*aka*(c b**(n-l)) 
m 1 =( 1 -f)* (density/porosity)*fe*akn*(c b* * (n-1)) 

m2=(l -O*(density/porosity)*(l -fii)*akn*(c b* *(n-1)) 
w c=alpha c*rlv/porosity 
w o=alpha o*rlv/porosity 

c kinetic sorption parameters 
wsc a=aka2*rlv 
wsc n=akn2*rlv 
ec a=u*rlv*fhi*m o/(y*c b) 
eo a=r*u*fhi*rlv*m o/(o b) 
ec n=u*rlv*(l-£hi)*m o/(y*c b) 

eo n=T*u*rlv*(l-fhi)*m o/(o b) 
em a=u*rlv 
if (fhi.ne.l) then 
em n=u*rlv 
else 
em n=0.0 
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end if 
w b=b*rlv 
ak c=ak c/c b 
ak o=ak o/o b 
p=rlv* V* *2/(fhi*disp) 
p=50 

write (5,*) 'ral ',ral 
write (5,*)'ra2 ',ra2 

write (5,*) 'ml ',ml 
write (5,*)'m2 ',m2 

write (5,*) 'w c ',w c 
write (5,*) 'wo ' ,w o 
write (5,*)'wsc a,wsc n ',wsc a,wsc n 
write (5,*) 'ec a,eo a ec a,eo a 
write (5,*)'ec n,eo n ec n,eo n 
write (5,*) 'em a,em n em a,em n 
write (5,*) 'w b ',w b 
write (5,*) 'ak c,ak o ', ak c, ak o 

write (5,*) 'p ',p 
totmold=0.0 
totcold=0.0 
totoold=0.0 
do 110 i=l,nodes 
if (i.gt. 1 .and.i.ltnodes) then 
totmold=totmold+m a(i)*m o*xl*dx 
totoold=totoold+o a(i)*o b*xl*dx 
totcold==totcold+c a(i)*xl*dx*c b+sl a(i)*dx*xl*density/porosity 

& +s2 a(i)*xl*dx*density/porosity 
else 
totmold=totmold+m a(i)*m o*xl*dx*0.5 
totoold=totoold+o a(i)*o b'*'xl*dx*0.5 
totcold==totcold+c a(i)*c b*xl*dx*0.5+sl a(i)*density*xl*dx*0.5/porosity 

& +s2 a(i)*density*xl*dx*0.5/porosity 
end if 

110 continue 

c injection end has constant flux boimdary, d flux/dx=l 
c use second order finite difference calculate boundary 
c node "1" concentration by using a formula "shown in notes" 
c second order accuracy 
c boundary at end of domain is constant flux, d flux/dx=0.0 



c use center difference and a ghost point to calculate the 
c boundary node 

c a(l)=(dx*p*cb+c a(2))/(p*dx+l.) 
o a(l)=(dx*p*ob+o a(2))/(p*dx+l.) 
c a(nodes+l)=c a(nodes) 
0 a(nodes+l)=o a(nodes) 

c 
do 60 j=l,nodes 

ycn(j)=(l-fhi)*c nO')+ml*(c nO'))**n 
if (ral.ne.0) then 

yca(j)=c a(j)**n 

ycaOO)=ycaO) 
end if 

60 continue 
if (ral.ne.0.) then 

yca(nodes+1 )=yca(nodes) 
yca0(nodes+1 )=yca(nodes) 
end if 

rtc=0.0 
rtm=0.0 
rto=0.0 
totc=0.0 
totni=0.0 
toto=0.0 
fluxc=0.0 
fluxm=0.0 
fluxo=0.0 
decaym=0.0 

write (3,*) 'time ','c/co ','m/mo Vo/oo ','mass ration' 
write (4,*) 'time 'c change 'm change ', 'o change ' 

c start simulation 
do 1000 k= 1,100000 
time=(k-l)*dt 
write (*,*) k 
if (time.gt.tmax) go to 6000 

np=k-nn*INT(k/nn) 
if (np.eq.0.or.k.eq.l) then 

write (2,1 l)time,c a(nodes),s a(nodes),o a(nodes),m a(nodes), 
& c n(nodes),s n(nodes),o n(nodes),m n(nodes) 

write (3,12) time,rtc,rtm,rto,rmass 
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c write (4,15) time,detc,detm,deto 
11 fonnat (Ix,f7.3,2x,8fl5.4) 
12 fonnat (^.3,2x,4fl 0.3) 
15 fonnat (f7.3,2x,3fl 0.5) 

end if 
nsp=k-4*INT(k/4) 
if (nsp.eq.0.or.k.eq.l) then 
if (time.lt. 1) then 

write (4,*) 'conc. change with distance at',time 
do 710j=l,nodes 

write(4,21) 0-l)*cix,c aO),s a(j),o a(j),m a(j),c n(j),s nO),o nQ), 
& m nQ) 

21 format(fl0.4,5x,8fl5.3) 
710 continue 

end if 
end if 

if (time.ge.tpulse) then 
cb=0.0 

endif 
c compute f (x) for C a 

do 100 j=l,nodes 
if (ra2.ne.O.) then 
call functsa(j) 

s2 alO">=s2 aO") 
s2 a2G)=s2 al0)+dt*fsa/2 

end if 
if (em a.ne.O)then 
call functma(j) 

m al(j)=m a(j) 
m a20')=m alO')+dt*fina/2 

end if 
if (fhi.lt.l) then 
call functcnO) 
call functonO) 

c save the initial value 
o nlO*)=o nO) 

c calculate x + (dt/2)*f(x) 
c n2(j)=ycn(j)+dt*fcn/2 
c n2(j)=amaxl(c n20*),O.O) 
if (m2.ne.O.) then 
call functsn(j) 



s2 iil(j)=s2 n(j) 
s2 n2(j)=s2 nlO>dt*fsn/2 
end if 
o n2(j)=o nl(i)+dt*fon/2 
if (em n.ne.O)then 

call functmnO) 
m nl(j)=m nQ') 

m n2(j)=m nl(j)+dt*finn/2 
end if 
end if 

100 continue 

do 300 j=l^odes 
if (ra2.ne,0.) then 
call flinctsa(j) 
s2 al(j)=s2 a(j) 
s2 a2(j)=s2 al(j)+dt*fsa 
end if 
if (em a.ne.0) then 
call functmaO") 
m al(j)=m aQ) 
m a2(j)=m alO')+dt*fina 
end if 
if (fhi.lt 1) then 
call flmctcnO') 
call functonO) 

c save the initial value 
o nl(j)=o n(j) 

c calculate x + (dt/2)*f(x) 
c n20)=ycn(j)+dt*fcn 
c n2(j)=amaxl(c n2(j),0.0) 
if (m2.ne.0.) then 
call functsnQ) 
s2 nl(j)=s2 n(j) 
s2 n2(j)=s2 nl(j)+dt*fsn 
end if 
o n2(j)=o nlO")+dt*fon 
if (em n.ne.O)then 
call fimctmnO) 
m nl(j)=m nQ") 
m n2(j)=m nlO)+dt*finn 
end if 
end if 



300 continue 

c use newton's method, for nonlinear equation 
if (ak o.ne.O) then 

do2500j=2,nodes 
call functoa(j) 

doa(j)=foa 

boa(j)=fhi+dt/(p*dx**2) 
coa(j)=dt/(4*dx)-dt/(2*p*dx**2) 
aoaG)=-(dt/(4*dx)+dt/(2*p*dx**2)) 
if O.eq.2) then 

boa(2)=fhi+dt/(p*dx**2)-(dt/(4*dx)+dt/(2*p*dx**2)) 
& *(l/(p*dx+1.0)) 

doa(2)=doa(2)+(dt/(4*dx)+dt/(2*p*dx**2))*((p*dx*ob)/(p*dx+l)) 
end if 

if (j.eq.nodes) then 

boa(j)=fhi+dt/(2*p*dx**2)+dt/(4*dx) 
end if 

2500 continue 
call thomas(aoa,boa,coa,doa^so^odes) 

do j=2,nodes 
if (rso(j).lt.0.0) then 
0 a(j)=0.0 

else 
o a(j)=rso(j) 

end if 
end do 

end if 
3333 do 3000 j=2,nodes 

call functca(j) 
dcaO)=fca 

if (ral.ne.0.) then 
dfca2=(fhi+dt/(p*dx**2))*(l/n)*(yca(j)**(l/n-l)) 

& +ral 
dfca3=(dt/(4*dx)-dt/(2*p*dx**2))*(l/n)*(yca(j+l)**(l/n-l)) 
dfcal=-(dt/(4*dx)+dt/(2*p*dx**2))*(l/n)*(yca(j-l)**(l/n-l)) 
bca(j)=dfca2 



cca(j)=dfca3 
aca(j)=(ifcal 
else 
bca(j)=fhi+dt/(p*dx* *2) 
cca(j)=dt/(4*dx)-dt/(2*p*dx**2) 
aca(j)=-(dt/(4*dx)+dt/(2*p*dx**2)) 

end if 

if (j.eq.2) then 
if (ral.ne.0.) then 
bca(2)=(flu+dt/(p*dx**2)-(dt/(4*dx)+dt/(2*p*dx**2)) 

8c *(l/(p*dx+1.0)))»(l/n)*(yca(2)»*(l/n-l)) 
& +ral 

else 
bca(2)=fhi+dt/(p*dx**2)-(dt/(4*dx)+dt/(2*p*dx**2)) 

& *(l/(p*dx+1.0)) 
end if 

dca(2)=dca(2)+(dt/(4*dx)+dt/(2*p*dx**2))*((p*dx*cb)/(p*dx+l)) 
end if 

if (j.eq.nodes) then 

if (ral.ne.O.) then 
bcaO)=(fhi+dt/(2*p*dx**2)+dt/(4*dx))*(l/n)*(yca(j)**(l/n-l)) 

& +ral 
else 
bca(j)=fhi+dt/(2*p*dx**2)+dt/(4*dx) 
end if 

end if 
3000 continue 

call thomas(aca,bca,cca,dca^c^odes) 

if (ral.ne.O.) then 
ernnax=0 
doj=2^odes 
ycal(j)=yca(j) 
yca(j)^cal(j)+rsc(j) 
yca(j)=amax 1 (yca(j),0.0) 
errca=abs(yca(j)-ycal (j)) 
errmax=amax 1 (errca,errmax) 

end do 



iter=itei4-l 
if (ernnax.gt.0.000001) then 

yca(l)=((dx*p*cb+yca(2)**(l/n))/(p*dx+l.)) 
yca(nodes+l )=yca(nodes) 
go to 3333 

end if 
else 
do j=2^odes 
c a(j)=rscO') 

end do 
end if 

update c a,s a 
do 400 j=l,nodes 

if (ral.ne.0.or.ra2.ne.0) then 
ycaO')=amax 1 (yca(j),0.0) 
c aO')=7caC)**(l/n) 
ycaO0)=yca(j) 

end if 
calculate the dimension form of si and s2 

if (ral.ne.O.) then 
si a(j)=fa*aka*(c a(j)**n)*(c b**n) 
else 
si aOO.O 
end if 

if (ra2.ne.O) then 
s2 a(j)=s2 a20')*(l-fa)*aka*(c b**n) 
end if 

calculate the dimensionless form of tot s 
if (aka.ne.0.or.aka2.ne.0) then 
s a(j)=(sl a(j)+s2 a(j))/(aka*(c b**n)) 
end if 

change back to original s2 a dimensionless form 

if (em a.ne.0)then 
m aO")=m a2(j) 
end if 
if (fhi.lt. 1) then 
if (ra2.eq.0.and.ml.ne.0) then 
si n(j)=c n(j)**n 



s2 n(j)=0.0 
else if (ml.eq,0.and.m2.ne.0) then 
si n(j>=0. 
s2 nO)=s2 n2(j) 
else if (ml.ne.0.and.m2.ne.0) then 
si n(j)=(fii/(l-fii))*c n(j)**n 
s2 nO)=s2 n2G) 
else if (ml.eq.0.and.m2.eq.0) then 
si nO*)=0.0 
s2 nO")=0.0 
end if 
s n(j)=sl n(j)+s2 n(j) 

o n(j)=o n2(j) 
if (em n.ne.O) then 

m n(j)=m n2(j) 
end if 

call inverse(j) 
ycn(j)=c n20) 

end if 

400 continue 
c update boundary node 

c a(l)=(dx*p*cb+c a(2))/(p*dx+l.) 
o a(l)=(dx*p*ob+o a(2))/(p*dx+L) 
c a(nodes+l)=c a(nodes) 
o a(nodes+l)=o a(nodes) 

c a(l)=amaxl(c a(l),0.0) 
o a(l)=aniaxl(o a(l),0.0) 

if (ral.ne.0.) then 
yca(l)=c a(l)**n 
ycaO(l)=yca(l) 
yca(nodes+l)=c a(nodes+l)**n 
ycaO(nodes+1 )=yca(nodes+1) 

end if 
c if (C aBTC.eq.y.or.C oBTC.eq.y) then 
c write (2,*) time,c btc(k),o btc(k) 
c end if 

totm=0.0 
toto=0.0 

totc=0.0 



do 700 i=l;Qodes 
decaym=decaym+(l/y)*dx*xl*(m a(i)*m o-m o) 

& *(b*xl*(porosity/q))*xl*(porosity/q)*dt/2 

if (i.g;t.l.and.i.ltnodes) then 
totm=totm+(m a(i)*m o-m o)*dx*xl/y+decaym 
toto=toto+o a(i)*o b*dx*xl 

totc=totc+c a(i)*dx*xl*c b+sl a(i)*dx*xl*density/porosity 
& +s2 a(i)*dx*xl*density/porosity 

else 
totm=totm+(m a(i)*m o-m o)*dx*xl*0.5/y+decaym/2 
toto=toto+o a(i)*o b*dx*xl*0.5 
totc=totc+c a(i)*c b*dx*xl*0.5+sl a(i)*density*dx*xl*0.5/porosity 

& +s2 a(i)*density*dx*xl*0.5/porosity 
end if 

s2 a(i)=s2 a2(i) 
700 continue 
c calculate the total mass out 
c mass flux is c*dt*v*A, A=1 for 1-D 
c fluxc=fluxc+c a(nodes)*c b*xl*(porosity/q)*(q/porosity)*dt/2 

fluxc=fluxc+c a(nodes)*c b*xl*dt/2 
fluxo=fluxo+o a(nodes)*o b*xl*dt/2 

totc=totc+fluxc 
toto=toto+fluxo 
totmass=totc+totm 
if ((time+dt).lt.tpulse) then 
rmass=(totmass)/(totcold+(time+dt)*xl*c b) 

rtc=totc/((time+dt)*xl*c b+totcold) 
rtm=(totm-decaym)*y/(totmold) 
rto=toto/(totoold+(time+dt)*xl*o b) 

detc=totc-(time+dt)*xl*c b-totcold 
detm=totm*y-decaym*y 
deto=toto-(totoold+(time+dt)*xl*o b) 
else 

cOnlyC a is pulse input, 0 a is const input 
rmass=totmass/(totcold+(tpulse+dt)*xl*c b) 

c Both C a and 0 a are pulse input 
rtc=totc/(tpulse*xl*c b+totcold) 

rtm=(totm-decaym)*y/totmold 
rto=toto/(totoold+(time+dt)*xl*o b) 

det c=totc-(tpulse+dt)*xl*c b-totcold 
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det m=totm*y-decayin*y 
det o=toto-totoold-(tpulse+dt)*xl*o b 

end if 
1000 continue 

6000 continue 

write (2,*) 'conc. change with distance' 
do 600 j=l,nodes 

write (2,2) (j-l)*dx,c a(j),s a(j),o aO'),m a(j),c nO),s nO'),o n(j),m n(j) 
2 format (fl 0.4,5x,8fl 5.3) 
600 continue 

stop 
end 

subroutine inverseQ) 
include "pm.h" 

include "asnmass.h" 

if (n.ge.l) then 
yn=c n20') 
if (yn.eq.O) then 
c n(j)=0. 

else 
x0=yn/(l-fhi) 

77 6c=( 1 -flii)*xO+ml *xO* *n-yii 
dfic=l-fhi+ml *n*xO**(n-l) 
x=xO-fic/dfic 
if (abs(x-x0).gt.0.0001) then 

x0=x 
go to 77 

else 
c nO)=x 

end if 
end if 

else 
yn=c n20) 

if (yn.eq.O) then 
c nO)=0. 

else 



xO=^m/ml) 
177 fic=(l-£hi)*xO**(l/n)+ml*xO-yn 

(ific=(l-flii)*(l/n)*xO**(l/n-l)+ml 
x=xO-fi{/d& 
if (abs(x-x0).gt.0.0001) then 

xO=x 
go to 177 

else 
c n(j)=x**(l/n) 

end if 
end if 

end if 

return 
end 

c subroutine to escape comment lines 

c subroutine ignorec(imit) 
c character* 1 charc 
c integer iunit 
clO read(iunit,fint='(al)') charc 
c 
c if (charc.eq'c'.or.charc.eq.'C) go to 10 
c backspace (unit) 
c return 
c end 

c subroutine to calculate f(x) for C a 

subroutine functca(j) 

include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

if(ak o.ne.O)then 
if(ral.ne.O.)then 

fca=(ftu))*(ycaO(j)**(l/n))+(ral*ycaO(j)) 



& -(ycaOO+l)**(l/n)-ycaOO*-l)**(l/n))*dt/(4*dx) 
& -KycaOG-l)**(l/n)-2*ycaO0')*»(l/n)+ycaO0+l)**(l/n))*dt/(2*p*dx**2) 
& -wsc a*ra2*(^ca00'))-s2 a(j))*dt-w c*0^ca00')**(l/n)-c n(j))*dt 
& -ec a*m a(j)*dt*(ycaO(j)**(l/n)/(ak «H-ycaO(j)**(l/n))) 
& *(o aO')/(ak o+o a(j))Hfhi)*6^ca(j)**(l/n))-(ral*yca(j)) 
& -(ycaO'+l)**(l/n)-yca(j-l)**(l/n))*dt/(4*dx) 
& +(ycaG-l)**(l/n)-2»ycaO)**(l/n)+ycaO+l)**(l/n))*dt/(2*p*dx**2) 

else 
fca=(fhi)*c a(j)+(ral*c a(j)) 

& "(c a(j+l)-c aO*-l))*dt/(4*dx) 
& +(c a(j-l)-2*c a(j)+c a(j+l))*dt/(2*p*dx**2) 
& -wsc a*r^*((c a(j))**n-s2 aO))*dt-w c*(c a(j)-c n(j))*dt 
& -ec a*in a(j)*dt*(c a(j)/(ak c^-c a(j))) 
& *(o a(j)/(ak 0+0 a(j))) 

end if 
else 

if (ral .ne.O.) then 
fca=(flii)* (ycaO(j) * *(1 /n))+(ra 1 *ycaO(j)) 

& -(ycaO(j+l)**(l/n)-ycaOG-1 )**(l/n))*dt/(4*dx) 
& +(ycaOG-l)**(l/n)-2*ycaO(j)**(l/n)+ycaOO+l)»*(l/n))*dt/(2*p*dx**2) 
& -wsc a*ra2*((^caOG))-s2 aO"))*dt-w c*(ycaO(j)**(l/n)-c nO))*dt 
& -ec a*m a(j)*dt*(ycaO(j)**(l/n)/(ak c+ycaO(j)**(l/n))) 
& -(fhi)*(yca(j)**(l/n))-(ral*yca(j)) 
& -(ycaO'+l )* *(l/n)-ycaO'-1 )* *(l/n))*dt/(4*dx) 
& +(ycaG-l)**(l/n)-2*ycaG)**(l/n)+yca(j+l)**(l/n))*dt/(2*p*dx**2) 

else 
fca=(fhi)*c aO)+(ral*c a^)) 

& -(c aO+l)-c a(j-l))*dt/(4*(k) 
& +(c a(j-l)-2*c a(j)+c a(j+l))*dt/(2*p*dx»*2) 
& -wsc a*ra2*((c a(j))**n-s2 a(j))*dt-w c*(c a(j)-c n(j))*dt 
& -ec a*m a(j)*dt*(c a(j)/(ak c+c a(j))) 

end if 
end if 
return 
end 

c subroutine to calculate f(x) for S a 

subroutine functsa(j) 

include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

fsa=wsc a*((c a(j))**n-s2 a(j)) 



return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for O a 

subroutine functoaO) 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnniass.li" 

foa=fhi*o a(j)-(o a(j+l)-o aO-l))*dt/(4*dx) 
& +(o a(j-l)-2*o a(j)+o aG+l))*dt/(2*p*dx**2) 
& -w o*(o a(j)-o n(j))*dt-eo a*m a(j)*dt*(c aOy(ak c+c a(j))) 
& *(o a(j)/(ak 0+0 aQ)) 

return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for M a 

subroutine functnia(j) 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

if(ak o.ne.O)then 
fina=em a*m a(j)*(c a(j)/(ak c+c a(j))) 

& *(o a(j)/(ak 0+0 a(j))) -w b*(in a(j)-l) 
else 

fina=em a*m a(j)*(c a(j)/(ak c+c a(j))) 
& -w b*(m a(j)-l) 

end if 
return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for C n 

subroutine functcn(j) 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnniass.h" 

if(ak: o.ne.O)then 
fcn=-wsc n*m2*(c n(j)**n-

& -s2 n(j))+w c*(c a(j)-c n(j))-ec n*ni 
& *(o n(j)/(ak o+o n(j))) 

else 
fcn=-wsc n*m2*(c n(j)**n-

& -s2 n(j))+w c*(c a(j)-c n(j))-ec n*m 
end if 

nO)*(c n(j)/(ak c+c nO))) 

nO')*(c n(j)/(ak c+c n(j))) 

return 
end 
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subroutine to calculate f(x) for S n 

subroutine functsn(j) 

include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

fsn=wsc n*((c n(j))**n-s2 n(j)) 

return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for O n 

subroutine functonO") 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

fon=(l/(l-fhi)) 
& *(w o*(o a(j)-o n(j))-eo n*m n(j)*(c n(j)/(ak c+c n(j))) 
& *(o n(j)/(ak 0+0 nO)))) 

return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for M n 

subroutine functmnO) 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

finn=em n*m nO*)*(c n(j)/(ak c+c n(j))) 
& *(0 n(j)/(ak o+o n(j)))-w b*(m n(j)-l) 

return 
end 

subroutine thomas(a,b,c,d,x^odes) 
This is a program using Thomas algorithm for tridiagonal matrices 

include "pm.h" 
real* 8 a(maxnod),ao(maxnod),b(maxnod),c(maxnod),d(maxnod) 
real*8x(maxnod),pm(maxnod),u(maxnod),l(maxnod,maxnod),up(maxnod^axnod) 
real*8 y(maxnod) 
m=nodes 
do i=l,nodes 



x(i)=0.0 
y(iH).0 
u(i)=0.0 
pm(i)=0.0 
do j=Ixodes 
l(ij)=0.0 
up(ij)=0-0 
end do 

end do 

c Calculate the compoments of lower and upper triangular 

pm(2)=b(2) 
do 10 i=3^ 

il=i-I 
u(il)=c(il)/pm(il) 
pm(i)=b(i)-a(i)*u(i 1) 

10 continue 
do 40 i=2^ 
do40j=2,m 
l(ij)=0.0 

40 continue 

do 50 i=2,m 
l(i,i)=pm(i) 

50 continue 
do 55 i=3,m 
l(i.i.l)=a(i) 

55 continue 

do 60 i=2^ 
do 60 j=2,m 

60 continue 
do 70 i=2^ 
up(i,i)=1.0 

70 continue 
do 80 i=2,m-l 
up(i,i+l)=u(i) 

80 continue 

c Forward substitution 



y(2)=d(2)/pm(2) 
do 20 i=3^ 
y(i)=(d(i)-a(i)*y(i-l))/pm(i) 

20 continue 

c Backward substitution 

x(m)=y(m) 
do 30 i=m-1^,-1 
x(i)=y(i)-u(i)*x(i+l) 

30 continue 
return 
end 
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APPENDIX V 

NUMERICAL CODE B 

c this is a program use 2nd order upwind in space and time marching 
c ODE is solved by using Adams-Bashforth three steps. 
c this program use monod equation to calculate biodegradation rate 
c initial c a is only a pulse, a contaminated domain, with clean water 
c with fresh water with oxygen on both side, this is used in chapter 5 
c for very small dispersion,i.e. large Peclet number. 
c This is the MAIN PROGRAM 

include "pm.h" 
double precision c al(maxnod),s2 al(maxnod),o al(maxnod),m al(maxnod) 
double precision c nl(maxnod),s2 nl(maxnod),o nl(maxnod),m nl(maxnod) 
double precision s2 a2(maxnod),o a2(maxnod),m a2(maxnod),rsc(maxnod) 
double precision s2 n2(maxnod),o n2(maxnod),m n2(maxnod),rso(maxnod) 
double precision si a(maxnod),sl n(maxnod),s a(maxnod),s n(maxnod) 
double precision dca(maxnod),doa(maxnod),boa(maxnod),bca(maxnod) 
double precision coa(maxnod),cca(maxnod),aca(maxnod),aoa(maxnod) 
double precision fsal(maxnod),fsa2(maxnod),fsa3(maxnod),final (maxnod) 
double precision c btc(maxt),o btc(maxt) 
double precision tmax,yca2(maxnod),yca3(maxnod),ycn(maxnod) 
double precision o a3(maxnod),fina2(maxnod),fina3 (maxnod) 
double precision totc,totcold,totm,totmold,toto,totoold,csize,time,time2 
double precision fluxm,fluxc,fluxo,rmass,c 0,0 o,m o,ob,obb,cb 
double precision simic,sumc2,sumc4,sumxc,simixc2,simixc4,sumx2c,simix2c2 
double precisionsumx2c4,simix3c,simix3c2,sumx3c4,clmnt,c2nmt,c3mnt,cstd,skew,clmnt2 
double precision ffcl(maxnod),fiFc2(maxnod),ffc3(maxnod),fiFc4(maxnod) 
double precision fifol(maxnod),ffo2(maxnod),ffo3(maxnod),ffo4(maxnod) 
character*30 infile,outfile 
character*20 icharacter 
include "asnmass.h" 

WRITE(*,*)' A Coupled-Process Solute Transport Model' 
WRITE(*,*)' Using on 2nd Order Upwind Method for PDE and' 
WRITE(*,*y Adams-Bashforth Method for ODE' 
WRITE(*,*)' and' 
WRITE(*,*y Model Simulates Nonlinear Kinetic Sorption' 
WRITE(*,*)' and' 
WRITE(*,*)' Nonlinear Kinetic Biodegradation' 
WRITE(*,*)' copyright Lily H. Xie' 
WRITE(*,*)' 1995' 



WRTTEC*,*)' • 
WRITE(*,*)' • 

c begin primaiy input 
10 continue 
c enter name of file containing control parameter 

write(*,*)' enter main input file name' 
readC^/CaSO^Oinfile 

c enter name of main output file 
vvrite(*,*)' enter main output file name' 
readC^X^^O)*) outfile 

c compare file names and prevent overwrite 
if(infile.eq.outfile)then 
write(*,*)'input file name equals output file name, 

& please reenter both' 
go to 10 
endif 

c open main i/o files 
open(vinit=l,file=infile,form-formatted',access-sequential', 

& status-unknown*) 
open(unit=2,file=outfile,form-formatted',access-sequential', 

& status-unknown') 
open(3 ,file='mnt-t.dat') 

c open(4,file='mass.dat') 
open (5,file='param.dat') 
open (4, file='c-s.dat') 

c initialize variables 
c read in peclet number, porosity ratio,half saturation of c an s 

read(l,*) flii,fa,fii,aka,akn,ak c,ak o 
read(l,*) u,y,r,b 

c read in domain info 
read(l,*) nodes^niMiw.csize 

c read ending time for simulation 
read(l,*)tmax 
write(*,''')'simulation ends at ',tmax 

c read time when output is requested 
read(l,*)output time 
write(*,*)'read requested output times' 

cread delta t 



read(l,*)dto 
write(*,*)' delta t = ',dto 

c read pulse t, boundary input c, density 
read(l,*) tpulse,c 0,0 o,m o,c b,o b 

read(l,*) rlv,v,porosity,density,disp 
read(l,*)f,alpha c,alpha o,aka2,al^ 

c input output time control 

c subroutine for output 

c read initial data 
c cb is 0, c o is 1 the initial input, use it to normalize c 

cb=l 
c ob can only be I, and it is used to normalize o 

ob=l 
c obb is used to calculate mass balance 

obb=ob 
do j=l,nodes 
c a(j)=0 
c nO*)=0 
s2 aO")=0 
s2 n(j)=0 
o a(j)=l 
0 nQ)=l 
m a(j)=l. 
m nO")=1.0 
end do 

dx=real(nw)/(real(nodes-1)) 
nintc=(csize/dx)+1 
do 50 j=3,nintc 
c a(j)=c o/c b 
c n(j)=c o/c b 
s2 aO)=0.0 
s2 n(j)=0.0 
o a(j)=o 0/0 b 
o n(j)=o 0/0 b 
m a(j)=l. 
m nG)=1.0 

50 continue 
c introduce ratio of 1 and 1/v as rlv 
c calculate parameters from input 



ral=f*(density/porosity)*fa*aka*(c b**(n-l)) 
ra2=f*(density/porosity)*(l-fa)*aka*(c b**(n-l)) 
ml=(l-0*(density/porosity)*fo*akn*(c b**(ii-l)) 

m2=(l-Q*(density/porosity)*(l-&)*akn*(c b**(n-l)) 
w c=alpha c*rlv/porosity 
w o=alpha o*rlv/porosity 

c kinetic sorption parameters 
wsc a=aka2*rlv 
wsc n=akn2*rlv 
ec a=u*rlv*fhi*m o/(y*c b) 
eo a=r*u*fhi*rlv*m 0/(0 b) 
ec n=u*rlv*(l-£hi)*m o/(y*c b) 

eo n=r*u*rlv*(l-fhi)*m 0/(0 b) 
em a=u*rlv 
if (fhi.ne.l) then 
em n=u*rlv 
else 
em n=p.O 
end if 
w b=b*rlv 
ak c=ak c/c b 
ak o=ak 0/0 b 
p=rlv*v**2/(fhi*disp) 

c p=150 
write(3,*) 'time , sumc, sumxc, clmnt, c2mnt, cstd, c3mnt' 

write (5,*) 'ral ',ral 
write (5,*) 'ra2 ',ra2 

write (5,*) 'ml ',ml 
write (5,*) 'm2 ',ia2 

write (5,*) 'w c ',w c 
write (5,*) 'wo ' ,w o 
write (5,*) 'wsc a,wsc n ',wsc a,wsc n 
write (5,*)'ec a,eo a ec a,eo a 
write (5,*) 'ec n,eo n ', ec n,eo n 
write (5,*) 'em a,em n ', em a,em n 
write (5,*) 'w b ',w b 
write (5,*) 'ak c,ak o ', ak c, ak 0 

write (5,*) 'p ',p 

c injection end has constant flux boundary, d flux/dx=l 
c use second order finite difference calculate boundary 
c node "1" concentration by using a formula "shown in notes" 



c second order accuracy 
c boundary at end of domain is constant flux, d flux/dx=0.0 
c use center difference and a ghost point to calculate the 
c boundary node 

c a(l)=0 
c a(2)=0 

0 a(l)=l 
o a(2)=l 

if (time.ge.tpulse) then 
cb=0.0 
c a(l)=0. 
o a(l)=0. 

endif 
c a(nodes+l)=c a(nodes) 
o a(nodes+l)=o a(nodes) 

c 
do 60 j=l,nodes 

ycn(j)=(l-fhi)*c n(j)+ml*(c n(j))**n 
60 continue 

rtc=0.0 
rtm=0.0 
rto=0.0 
totc=0.0 
totm=0.0 
toto=0,0 
fluxc=0.0 
fluxm=0.0 
fluxo=0.0 
decaym=0.0 

write (3,*) 'time ','c/co ',Wmo ','o/oo ','mass ration' 
write (4,*) 'time ', 'c change ','m change ', 'o change ' 

c start simulation 
c decide how often to output conc-spacial distribution 

nstep=INT(tm£x/dto) 
nout=nstep/10 

do 1000 k= 1,100000 
if (k.lt.4) then 

cit=dto/10 
else if (k.ge.4.and.k.It.lO) then 

dt=dto/10 
else 



dt=dto 

end if 
time=(k-l)*dt 
write (*,*) k 
if (time.gt.tmax) go to 6000 

np=k-nn*INT(k/nn) 
if (np.eq,0.or.k.eq.l) then 

write (2,1 l)time,c a((csize4-l)*nodes/nw),c a((csize+2)*nodes/nw), 
&c a((csize+3)*nodes/nw),c a((csize+4)*nodes/nw), 
& c a((csize+5 )*nodes/nw),c a((csize+6 )*nodes/nw), 
& c a((csize+7 )*nodes/nw),c a((csize+8 )*nodes/nw) 

c write (3,12) time^c,rtm,rto,rmass 
c write (4,15) time,detc,detm,deto 
11 format (lx,f7.3,2x,8fl 5.4) 
cl2 format (f7.3,2x,4fl0.3) 
15 format (f7.3,2x,3fl 0.5) 

end if 
kp=k-nout*INT(k/nout) 

if (kp.eq.0.or.k.eq.l) then 
write (4,*) 'conc. change with distance at',time 
do 710 j=l,nodes 

nsn=(nodes-1 )/l 00 
ns=j-nsn*INT(j/nsn) 
if (ns.eq.O.or.j.eq.l) then 

write(4,21) 0'-l)*dx,c aO),s a(j),o a(j),m aO*),c nO'),s n(j),o n(j), 
& m n(j) 

21 format (fl0.4,5x,8fl 5.3) 
end if 

710 continue 
end if 

nsp=k-10*INT(k/10) 
if (nsp.eq.0.or.k.lt.l0) then 
if (time.gt.O) then 

sumc=0.0 
sxmic2=0. 
sumc4=0 
sumxc=0.0 
sumxc2=0 
sumxc4=0. 
simix2c=0.0 
sumx2c2=0 
sumx2c4=0. 
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sumx3c=0. 
sunix3c2=0. 
suinx3c4=0. 
clmnt=0.0 
c2mnt=0.0 
c3innt=0.0 

doj=2^odes-l 
ij=j-2*INT0V2) 
if(jj.ne.O) then 

sumc2=suinc2+c aQ) 
sumxc2=siimxc2+c a(j)*0-l)*dx 
suinx2c2=sumx2c2+c a0')*(0'-l)*dx)**2 

else 
sumc4=sumc4+c a(j) 
sumxc4=siimxc4+c a(j)*(j-l)*dx 
sumx2c4=sumx2c4+c a(j)*((j-l)*dx)**2 

end if 
end do 

sximc=(dx/3)*(c a(l)+c a(nodes)+4*sumc4+2*s;imc2) 
sumxc=(dx/3)*(c a(l)*0+c a(nodes)*(nodes-l)*dx+4*siimxc4+2*sumxc2) 

siimx2c=(dx/3)*(c a(l)*0+c a(nodes)*(((nodes-l)*dx)**2)+4*sumx2c4+2*sumx2c2) 
c 1 mnt=sumxc/sumc 
c2mnt=sumx2c/sumc 
cstd=c2mnt-c 1 mnt* *2 
do j=l^odes-l 

ij=j-2*INT072) 
if(j[j.ne.O) then 
sunix3c2=siinix3c2+((0-l)*dx-clmnt)**3)*c a(j) 

else 
sunix3c4=siunx3c4+(((j-l)*dx-clnint)**3)*c a(j) 
end if 

end do 
siimx3c=(dx/3)*(c a(l)*(0-clmnt)**3 

& +c a(nodes)*((nodes-l)*dx-clmnt)**3+4*sumx3c4+2*sumx3c2) 
c3mnt=sumx3c/sumc 

ske\v=c3mnt/(cstd** 1.5) 
write(3,22) tinie,sumc,sumxc,clnint, 

& ((100*clmnt-100*clmnt2)*lGO)/(100*(100*time-100*time2)),c2mnt,cstd,skew 
tinie2=tinie 
clmnt2=clmnt 

22 format (2x,8fl 0.4) 



end if 
end if 

do 100j=l^odes 
if (ra2.ne.O.) then 
call functsa(j) 

s2 alG)=s2 aG) 
if (k.lt.4) then 

s2 a2(j)=s2 al(j)+dt*fsa 
if (k.eq.l) fsal(j)=fsa 
if Oc.eq.2) fsa20)=fsa 
if ^.eq.3) fsa3(j)=fsa 
else 
s2 a2G)=s2 alG)+(dt/12)*(23*fsa3G)-16*fsa2G)+5*fsalG)) 
fsalG)=^sa2G) 
fsa2G)=fsa3G) 
fsa3G)=fsa 
end if 
end if 

if (em a.ne.O) then 
call functmaG) 

m alG)=m aG) 
if (k.lt.4) then 

m a2G)=m alG)+dt*fina 
if (k.eq.l) finalG)=fina 
if (k.eq.2) fi3ia2G)=fi3ia 
if (k.eq.3) fi3ia3G)=fina 

else 
m a2G)=m alG)+(dt/12)*(23*fi3ia3G)-16*fiiia2G)+5*finalG)) 
final G)=fina2G) 
fina2G)=fina3G) 
fina30')=fina 
end if 

end if 
if (fhi.lt. 1) then 

call fimctcnG) 
c nlO)=c nG) 
if (k.lt.4) then 
c n2G)=c nlG)+dt*fcn 
if (k.eq.l) fcnlG)=fcn 
if (k.eq.2) fcn2G^cn 



if (k.eq.3) fcn3(j)=fcn 
else 
c n20')=c nl0)+(dt/12)*(23*fcn3(j)-16»fcn2(j)+5*fcnl0')) 
fcnlO')^cn2(j) 
fcn2(j)=fcn3(j) 
fcn3(j)=fcn 
end if 

call functon(j) 
o nlG)=o nO) 

if (k.lt.4) then 
0 n2(j)=o nl(j)+dt*fon 
if (k.eq.l) fonl(j)=fon 
if (k.eq.2) fon2(j)=fon 
if ^.eq.3) fon3(i)=fon 
else 
0 n20>o nl(j)+(dt/I2)*(23*fon3(j)-16*fon2C)+5*fonl(j)) 
fonlO")=fon2(j) 
fon2(j)=fon3(j) 
fon3(j)=fon 
end if 

if (m2.ne.O.) then 
call functsn(j) 

s2 nl(j)=s2 nQ) 
if (k.lt.4) then 
s2 n2(j)=s2 nlO")+dt*fsn 
if (k.eq.l) fsnl(j)^sn 
if ^.eq.2) fsn20')=fsn 
if (k.eq.3) fsn3(j)=fsn 
else 
s2 n2C)=s2 nlG)+(dt/12)*(23*fsn3a)-16*fsn20)+5*fsnlG)) 
fsnl(j)=^sn2(j) 
fsn2(j)=fsn3(j) 
fsn3(j)=fsn 
end if 
end if 

if (em n.ne.O)then 
call fiinctmnO") 
m nl(j)=m nO) 
if (k.lt.4) then 
m n2(j)=m nl(j)+dt*finn 



if (k.eq.l) fi3ml(j)=finn 
if (k.eq.2) finn2(j)=finn 
if (k.eq.3) fiim30)=finn 
else 
m n20')=m nl0Xdt/12)*(23*finn30)-16*fimi20)+5*finnl0)) 
fiiml(j)=fitnn20) 
finn20")=finn3(j) 
finn3(i)=finn 
end if 
end if 

100 continue 

c use 2nd order upwind to solve pde explicitly 

cforc 
do i=3^odes-l 
dc=0.5*(c a(i+l)-c a(i-l)) 
if (dc.ge.O) sign=l 
if (dc.ltO) sign=-l 
dcl=c a(i)-c a(i-l) 
dcr=c a(i+l)-c a(i) 
dprod=dcl*dcr 
if (dprod.gt.O) then 
dcmin=amin 1 (2*abs(dcl),2*abs(dcr)) 

dcniin=amin 1 (dcmin,abs(dc)) 
cjF=(sign/dx)*dcmin 
else 
cx=0 
end if 

c compute Ci+1/2 
ci=c a(i)+0.5*dx*cx 

c compute for i-1 
dc=0.5*(c a(i)-c a(i-2)) 
if (dc.ge.O) sign=l 
if (dc.ltO) sign=-l 
dcl=c a(i-l)-c a(i-2) 
dcr=c a(i)-c a(i-l) 

dprod=dcl*dcr 
if (dprod.gt.O) then 
dcmin=aminl(2*abs(dcl),2*abs(dcr)) 
dcmin=aininl (dcmin,abs(dc)) 
cx=(sign/dx)*dcinin 



else 
cx=0 
end if 

compute Ci+1/2 
cii=c a(i-l)-H).5*dx*cx 

dcdx=(ci-cii)/dx 
call functca(i) 

fca=fca*dt 
if (k.eq.l) ficl(i)=-dt*dcdx+fca 
if (k.eq.2) ffc2(i)==-dt*dcdx+fca 
if Oc.eq.3) fifc3(i)=-dt*dcdx+fca 

if (k.eq.l) then 
yca2(i)=^*c a(i)+ral*c a(i)**n 
yca(i)=^ca2(i)+ffc 1 (i) 
else if (k.eq.2) then 
yca(i)=yca2(i)+fiFc2(i) 
else if (k.eq.3) then 
yca(i)=yca2(i)+ffc3(i) 
else if O^.gt.3) then 
ffc4(i)=-dt*dcdx+fca 
yca(i)=yca2(i)+(l./12.)*(23*fFc3(i)-16*ffc2(i)+5*ffcl(i)) 
£Fcl(i)=ffc2(i) 
ffc2(i)=ffc3(i) 
ffc3(i)=ffc4(i) 
end if 

calculate for oxygen 
if(ak o.ne.O)then 

do=0.5*(o a(i+l)-o a(i-l)) 
if (do.ge.O) sign=l 
if (do.ltO) sign=-l 
dol=o a(i)-o a(i-l) 
dor=o a(i+l)-o a(i) 

dprod=dol*dor 
if (dprod.gt.O) then 
domin=aminl (2*abs(dol),2*abs(dor)) 
domin=aminl (domin,abs(do)) 
ox=(sign/dx)*doniin 
else 
ox=0 



end if 
compute Ci+1/2 

oi=o a(i)+0.5*dx*ox 
compute for i-1 

do=0.5*(o a(i)-o a(i-2)) 
if (do.ge.O) sign=l 
if (do.lt.O) sign=-l 
dol=o a(i-l)-o a(i-2) 
dor=o a(i)-o a(i-l) 

dprod=dol*dor 
if (dprod.gt.O) then 
doniin=aminl (2*abs(dol)^*abs(dor)) 
domin=aminl (doi:mn,abs(do)) 
ox=(sign/dx)*domin 
else 
ox=0 
end if 

compute Ci+1/2 
oii=o a(i-l)+0.5*dx*ox 

dodx=(oi-oii)/dx 
call functoa(i) 

foa=foa*dt 
if (k.eq.l) ffol(i)=-dt*dcdx+foa 
if (k.eq.2) fFo2(i)=-dt*dcdx+foa 
if (k.eq.3) ffo3(i)=-dt*dcdx+foa 

if (k.eq.l) then 
yoa2(i>=^*o a(i)+ral*o a(i)**n 
yoa(i)^oa2(i)+ffo 1 (i) 
else if (k.eq.2) then 
yoa(i)=yoa2(i)+fifo2(i) 
else if Oc.eq.3) then 
yoa(i)=yoa2(i)+ffo3(i) 
else if (k.gt.3) then 
fifo4(i)^dt*dcdx+fca 
yoa(i)=yoa2(i)+(l./12.)*(23*ffo3(i>16*ffo2(i)+5*fFol(i)) 
fFol(i)=fifo2(i) 

ffo2(i)=fifo3(i) 
fFo3(i)=ffo4(i) 
end if 

end do 



do i=3^odes-l 
if (n.eq.l.or.ral.eq.O.) then 
c a(i)=yca(i)/(fhi+ral) 
else 

call inversec(i) 
end if 
c a(i)=amaxl(c a(i),0.0) 

ycal(i)=yca2(i) 
yca2(i)=yca(i) 

o a(i)=o a2(i) 
m a(i)=m a2(i) 
end do 

compute sorbed phase conc 
do 200 j=Ixodes 
if(ral.ne.O)then 

si a(j)^a*aka*(c aO')**n)*(c b**n) 
else 
si a(j)=0.0 
end if 

if (ra2.ne.O) then 
s2 a(j)=s2 a2(j)*(l-fa)*aka*(c b**n) 
end if 

calculate the dimensionless form of s 
if (aka.ne.0.or.aka2.ne.0.) then 

s aO)=(sl a(j)+s2 a(j))/(aka*(c b**n)) 
end if 

if (em a.ne.O)then 
m aO")=m a2(j) 
end if 
if (fhi.lt. 1) then 
if (m2.eq.0.and.ml.ne,0) then 
si n(j)=c n0**n 
s2 nO)=0.0 
else if (ml.eq.0.and.m2.ne.0) then 
si n(j)=0. 
s2 nO>s2 n20) 
else if (ml.ne.0.and.m2.ne.0) then 
si nOXfii/(l-fe))*c nG)**n 
s2 n(j)=s2 n2(j) 

else if (ml.eq.0.and.m2.eq.0) then 



si n(j)=0.0 
s2 n(j)=0.0 

end if 
s nO)=sl n(j)+s2 nQ) 

o nO)=o n20') 

if (em n.ne.O)then 
m n(j)=m n2(j) 

end if 

call inverse(j) 
ycnO)=c n20') 
end if 

200 continue 
do 900 i=l,nodes 

s2 a(i)=s2 a2(i) 
900 continue 
c calculate the total mass out 

c a(l)=0 
c a(2)=0 
0 a(l)=l 
o a(2)=l 

if (time.ge.tpulse) then 
cb=0.0 
c a(l)=0. 
o a(l)=0. 

endif 
c a(nodes+l)=c a(nodes) 
0 a(nodes+l)=o a(nodes) 

c c a(l)=amaxl(c a(l),0.0) 
c o a(l)=amaxl(o a(l),0.0) 

1000 continue 

6000 continue 

c write (2,*) 'conc. change with distance' 
c do 600 j=l,nodes 
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c write (2,2) 0-l)*dx,c aO),s a(j),o a(j),m a(j),c nO"),s n(j),o nO)^ n(j) 
c2 format (fl 0.4,5x,8fl 5.3) 
c600 continue 

stop 
end 

subroutine inverse(j) 
include "pm.h" 

include "asnmass.h" 

if (n.ge.l) then 
yn=c n2(j) 
if (yn.eq.O) then 
c nO')=0. 

else 
xO=yn/(l-fhi) 

77 fic=(l-fhi)*xO+ml*xO**n-yn 
dfic= 1-fhi+m 1 *n*xO* * (n-1) 
x=xO-fx/dfi{ 
if (abs(x-x0).gt.0.0001) then 

xO=x 
go to 77 

else 
c n(j)=x 

end if 
end if 

else 
yn=c n2(j) 

if (yn.eq.O) then 
c nO)=0. 

else 
xO=(3ii/ml) 

177 6c==(l-flu)*xO**(l/n)+ml*xO-yn 
dfic=(l-fhi)*(l/n)*xO**(l/n-l)+ml 
x=xO-fic/d& 
if (abs(x-x0).gt.0.0001) then 

xO=x 
goto 177 

else 
c n(j)=x**(l/n) 

end if 



end if 
end if 

return 
end 

subroutine inversec(j) 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

if (n.ge.l) then 
yn=yca(j) 
if (yn.eq.O) then 
c aO)=0. 

else 
xO=yn/(fhi) 

77 fic=(fhi)*xO+ral*xO**n-yn 
dfx=fhi+ral *n*xO**(n-l) 
x=xO-fx/dfic 
if (abs(x-x0).gt.0.0001) then 

xO=x 
go to 77 

else 
c a(j)=x 

end if 
end if 

else 
yn=ycaG) 

if (yn.eq.O) then 
c a(j)=0. 

else 
if(ral.eq.O) then 

xO=yn 
else 

xO=(yn/ral) 
end if 

177 fe=(fhi)*xO**(l/n)+ral*xO-yn 
dfic=(fhi)*(l/n)*xO**(l/n-l)+ral 
x=xO-6c/dfe 
if (abs(x-x0).gt.0.0001) then 

xO=x 
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goto 177 
else 

c a(j)=x**(l/n) 
end if 

end if 
end if 

return 
end 

c subroutine to escape comment lines 

c subroutine ignorec(imit) 
c character*! charc 
c integer iunit 
c 10 read(iunit,fint='(a 1)') charc 
c 
c if (charc.eq'c'.or.charc.eq.'C) go to 10 
c backspace (imit) 
c return 
c end 

c subroutine to calculate f(x) for C a 

subroutine functca(j) 

include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

if(ak o.ne.O)then 

fca= 
& (c a(j-l)-2*c a(j)+c a(j+l))*dt/(p*dx**2) 
& -wsc a*ra2*((c a(j))**n-s2 a(j))*dt-w c*(c a(j)-c n(j))*dt 
& -ec a*m aO')*dt*(c a(j)/(ak c+c a(j))) 
& *(o aO')/(ak 0+0 a(j))) 

else 
fca= 

& +(c aO'-l)-2*c a(j)+c a(j+l))*dt/(p*dx**2) 



& -wsc a*ra2*((c a(j))**n-s2 a(j))*dt-w c*(c a(j)-c nO'))*dt 
& -ec a*m a(j)*dt*(c a(j)/(ak c+c aO))) 

end if 
return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for S a 

subroutine functsa(j) 

include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

fsa=wsc a*((c aO'))**n-s2 a(j)) 

return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for O a 

subroutine functoa(j) 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

foa= 
& +(o aC-l)-2*o aO)+o a0+l))*dt/(p*dx**2) 
& -w o*(o a(j)-o nO'))*dt-eo a*m a(j)*dt*(c a(j)/(ak c+c a(j))) 
& *(o a(j)/(ak o+o a(j))) 

return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for M a 

subroutine functma(j) 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

if(ak o.ne.O)then 
fina=em a*m a(j)*(c aO')/(ak c+c a(j))) 

& *(o a(j)/(ak o+o a(j))) -w b*(m a(j)-l) 
else 

fina=em a*m a(j)*(c a(j)/(ak c+c a(j))) 
& -w b*(m aO)-l) 

end if 
return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for C n 



subroutine functcn(j) 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

if(ak o.ne.O)then 
fcn=-wsc n*m2*(c n(j)**n-

& -s2 nO))+w c*(c a(j)-c n(j))-ec n^m n(j)*(c n(j)/(ak c+c n(j))) 
& *(o n(j)/(ak 0+0 n(j))) 

else 
fcn=-wsc n*m2*(c n(j)**n-

& -s2 nO))+w c*(c a(j)-c nO))-ec n*m n(j)*(c n(j)/(ak c+c n(j))) 
end if 

return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for S n 

subroutine functsn(j) 

include "pm.h" 
include "asnniass.h" 

fsn=wsc n*((c nO'))**n-s2 n(j)) 

return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for O n 

subroutine functon(j) 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 

fon=(l/(l-flii)) 
& •(w o*(o aO)-o n(j))-eo n*m n(j)*(c nG)/(ak c+c n(j))) 
& *(o nO')/(ak o+o n(j)))) 

return 
end 

subroutine to calculate f(x) for M n 

subroutine functmn(j) 
include "pm.h" 
include "asnmass.h" 



finn==em n*m n(j)*(c n(j)/(ak c+c n(j))) 
& *(o n(j)/(ak o+o n(j)))-w b*(m n(j)-l) 

return 
end 

subroutine thomas(a,b,c,d,x^odes) 
c This is a program using Thomas algorithm for tridiagonal matrices 

include "pm.h" 
real*8 a(maxnod),ao(maxnod),b(maxnod),c(maxnod),d(maxnod) 

real* 8 x(maxnod),pm(maxnod),u(maxnod) 
real* 8 y(maxnod) 

m=nodes 
do i= Ixodes 
x(i)=0.0 
y(i)=0.0 
u(i)=0.0 
pm(i)=0.0 
end do 

c Calculate the compoments of lower and upper triangular 

pm(2)=b(2) 
do 10 i=3,m 

il=i-l 
u(il)=c(il)/pm(il) 
pm(i)=b(i)-a(i)*u(i 1) 

10 continue 
c Forward substitution 

y(2)=d(2)/pm(2) 
do 20 i=3^ 
y(i)=(d(i)-a(i)*y(i-l))/pm(i) 

20 continue 

c Baclcward substitution 

x(m)=y(m) 
do 30 i=m-1,2,-1 
x(i)=y(i)-u(i)*x(i+l) 

30 continue 
return 
end 
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